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I.  Introduction:  the general profile of the Transition Pl:'o;JrallUne 
'Ihe second European CclimmJnity  Action Prcgra:mme  on the Transition of 
Young  People from Education to Adult ani Workin:J  Life was  base::l on the 
Resolutions of the Council ani the Ministers of Education meeting 
within the Council,  of 13  July 1982 .ani 5  December 1985.  It was  de-
s~gned to assist Member states to develop their policies for young 
people between 14  an1 18  years of age 1). 'lhe Pl:o;JranUne  provided for 
pilot projects in more than 30  areas spread across 10 Member states 
of the CCmrm.mity,  in order to develop, test ani exterxl new  approaches 
in the field of education ani traming, which help young people to 
became better prepared for their entry into work and adult life 2). 
'Th.ese pilot projects, many  of them fanning part of wider national pol-
icy .initiatives, were designated by the national authorities in con-
sultation with the Commission of the European CclimmJnities.  With half 
their operating costs met by the Commission,  they involved hundreds of 
schools,  vocat~onal training institutes ani other institutions,  seve-
ral thousan:l teachers ani other staff, ani many  thousands of young 
people 3). 
The  Programme was  not only large in scale, but also thematically wide-
rarqing.  Particular attention was  paid to the problems of disadvantag-
ed young people ani those living in disadvantaged areas of the Euro-
pean Community.  The projects also made  considerable efforts to foster 
better co-operation ard rore partnership between those in the educa-
tion system ani those in the world outside it, includlng irx:iust:ry,  the 
local cammunity,  the social partners and manpower  services. 
Not all the Pl:o;JranUne' s  thematic aspects can be considered in detail 
in this report.  'Th.e  evolution of its working themes was  described in 
the comprehensive interbn report presented by the COmmission to the 
Council,  the European Parliament,  ani the Economic  and Social Commit-
teem Januazy 1986  4).  Findings and  conclus~ons from the projects' - 2  -
work are bein; reported in a  series of thematic publications on speci-
fie issues,  such as education for enterprise,  inplementmg gen::ier 
equality, the world of work as a  learni.n:] resource,  teacher ~ 
strategies,  new approaches to certification,  co-operat1.on in the field 
of guidance,  links between schools am  Wustry - to give only a  few 
examples.  illustrative short studies of selected projects have been 
published in a  series of 40  information sheets calle::i "Innovations" 
5). 
Establishi.n:;J arxi mai.ntaini.ng intensive workin; contacts between i.rxti-
vidual pilot projects, am  sti.mulatin;J a  continuous excharge of ex-
perience between them,  have been major concerns in the management of 
the programme throughout its operational period.  A series of workshops 
was  organised,  each focusin; on a  specific theme of CXJil1ll¥jn  concern am 
invol  vin; projects from different Member states, to conpare approaches 
an:i methods of work am  identify c::c::ll'llllX)  interests. In addition,  an ex-
tensive programme of inter-project arxi study visits for project lead-
ers arxi staff has significantly enhanced exc:han;e an::i collaboration 
across nat1.onal frontiers 6). 
'!his European Dimension was also visible in the work of the group of 
I 
Natl.onal Policy co-ordinators  (NPCs) ,  the senior officials desl.gnated 
by each Member state to advise the Comml.ssion  on the plannin; arxi man-
agement of the Programme.  In regular meetin;s with the Commission's 
services they made  a vital contribution to the development of a  well-
balanced workplan for each year of operation,  ensuring that it reflec-
ted the original policy concerns arxi priorities of the different Mem-
ber states in the Programme.  'Ihe group also provided a  fonnn for con-
tinuous exchan3'e on new  national policy developments relevant to tran-
sition themes,  arxi their i.nplications for the development,  analysis ' 
arxi reportin; of the pilot projects. In addition, the National Policy 
co-ordinators themselves playe::i a  valuable role in the transfer and' 
disseminatl.on of ideas arxi approaches across the Ccnmumity. 
Most of the projects ccmpleted their four-year pilot period at the en:l 
of the school year 1986/87,  though same  are conti.nui.n; until the en:l - 3  -
of 1987.  In all of them,  the last year was  focused on drawirq conclu-
sions from their work,  am disseminatirq their experience ani out-
comes.  '!he publication of project and evaluation reports,  of teachin;J 
ani other materials, the presentation of project results at numerous 
local,  regional ani national seminars or conferences - all this is 
part of a  broadly-based dissemination process,  which began early m 
the life of each project am will continue in some  Meniber States well 
into 1988  7). 
At Community level,  a  series of European conferences was  arranged in 
1987,  each devoted to a  major policy area of the pilot projects' work, 
to present the results of the Programme to senior officials am  other 
decision-makers from the 12  Meniber states am to discuss their impli-
cations for future policy action 8) • 
'!he seconi Transition Programme has formed  a  major part of the Cc:mmuJn-
ity's efforts aimed at improvirq the quality of education am train-
irq, am  equality of opportunity,  for all young people.  From its be-
ginning  1  am throughout its course,  bridges haVe  been built to capi-
talise on other relevant Community  initiatives, e.g. in the field of 
gerrler equality,  in the area of guidance,  am action to combat illi-
teracy am  school failure.  'Ihe Programme has in return provided some 
significant input to these initiatives. It has also drawn on the con-
clusions am  experience of the first Community Transition Programme 
(1976-1982),  which not only went a  lOD] way  in identifyirq camroc>n 
issues in the transition field and developirq approaches to tackle 
them,  but also stressed the need for cc::mprehensive,  preventive, poli-
cies aimed at the establishment of better procedures am  systems  for 
transition 9). 
'Ihe two Transition Progranunes have opened a  new  field for European co-
operation in education am trainirq  0  'Ihey formed the first practl.cal 
attempt to grapple with young people  1 s  preparation for workirq life 
am their progression from school to trainirq,  work am adulthcx:xi  m 
a  European context am through joint Comnrunity  initiatives. Experience 
from both progranmes deroc>nstrates am confinns that: - 4-
•  European co-operation in tlus field is possible, despite the dif-
ferences between the systems an:i traditions,  can take concrete fonns 
at a  practical level,  an:i can be effectively organised within the 
framework of the existi.n:j l.IlSti  tutions an:i stru....rtures; 
•  a  large degree of consensus,  convergent policy trems an:i c::arraron 
philosophy with regm:d to transition issues erneiges within an:i between 
the Member states, wh.J.ch  can be brought out m::>re  clearly an:i be furth-
er developed through joint practical action; 
•  co-operation an:i excb.an:Je  does provide a  European  11added value11 
to the initiatives taken by in:tividual Member states. It contributes 
in a  significant way to facilitati.n:j jomt an:i cost-effective planning 
ani explo1tation of  11R  &  D"  - investments in the transition field;  and 
to achievin; greater coherence arxi nore consistency in the development 
an:i practical ilnplementation of transition policies within the Cormm.m- , 
ity. 
In this sense,  the two programmes not only provided a  test-bed for new 
approaches to tackling the problems of transition, but also offer 
illustrations of heM to translate the European dilnension of such ini-
' 
tiatives into practical,  concrete,  terms at grass-roots level. 
*  *  * 
'lbe present report provides a  summary overview of the main outcomes 
of the seoan:l Transition Programme: 
•  Section II puts into perspective the changing social arxi  economic 
context arxi challen:Jes of the transition process; 
•  Section III illustrates the responses arxi approaches developed by 
the pilot projects  1  grouped into the Programme IS four main theme are-
as; 
•  Section rv puts forward the mam policy messages derived from ~e -5-6-
- 5  -
projects  1  experience in the fonn of recammerxiat~ons and priorities for 
further development. 
Although self-stan:i.in:J,  this report has been designed to be read in 
conjunction with the theme reports and other publications listed in 
Annex III. One of its main aims is to stimulate and facilitate further 
action aimed at ilrplementi.rg more widely the successful approaches 
developed through the Programme.  In doi.rg so, it J.S  hoped that it will 
contribute further to the original aim of the Council  1 s  Resolutions 
of 1982  and 1985,  namely the design of strategies which will bring 
education and vocational trairu..n:J policies closer to the needs of all 
YOUD:3'  people as well as to the evolving requirements of European soci-
ety and its economy. - 7  -
II. Olan:Jes in the transition process 
YOl.ll'X]  people's transition into the world of work am  adult life, al-
ways a  rough passage,  is nc:M  increasin;Jly complex: 
•  'Ihe combined effect of economic,  teclmological am derrographic 
change on the labour market has been shortage of jobs am much fiercer 
competition for them.  Traditional ercployment am career patterns have 
been transfomed with :furxiamental  consequences for the in:lividual.  'Ihe 
qualities  1  aptitudes am.  personal skills nc:M required to enter work, 
am. to progress once in a  job,  are in many  respects unrelated to the 
aims  am.  methods of traditional education or t.rainin;. 
•  Moreover,  experience of depressin;Jly high levels of youth unemp-
loyment over more than a  decade - levels often even worse for young 
women  than young men  - have altered the attitudes, aspirations and 
patterns of behaviour of many  young people in the transition age 
group,  arxJ.  of their families. 
•  Finally  1  action taken by governments to combat youth unemployment, 
particularly the vast ~ion  of post-compulsory vocational training 
in recent years, has made  a  considerable inpact on the choices of 
}'OUn3' people leaving school. 
Policies a:illled at preparin:] Y01.ln1  people better for working life must 
also take account of a  number of trerxis in the transition process cau-
sed or reinforced by these factors.  'Ihe most significant are examined 
below. - 8-
1.  Prolon;Jation of transition 
'!he pericxi of transition has became lorger durin; the past ten years. 
Youn:J people spend more t.ilne in fonnal.  education and train.in;, whether 
voluntarily or not.  Sane gove:rTBnents  have exten:le:i c:xmpllsory educa-
tJ.on,  as for instance,  in Belgium, ~  campul.sory full-time school 
ncM contimles up to the age of 16,  and participation m  part-t.ilne edu-
cation is obligatory up to 18; or in Gennany,  where in same  1 I.arrler  1 
the statutory leaving-age for full-tilDe education has been raised to 
16,  \lhl.le part-tilne schooling,  campul.sory up to the age of 18,  has 
been a  feature of the education system for a  lorg t.ilne.  In Portugal, 
C'XJ!l'f'l'1 sory schooling was recently exterx:3ed to 9  years,  and in Italy 
and Spain the extension of compulsory education fonns part of refonns 
of sec:orxiary education either planne:i or urxier discussion. 
'!he general trerx:l in all countries is towards delayin;J the age of en-
try to the labour market until nearer 18 or even 19.  '!he introduction 
of the 'lbaccalaureat professionnel11  in France, will, it is hoped,  help 
to brin; the proportion of youn;; people holdin; a  baccalaureat qual.i-
fication up to SO%  by the year 2000.  'lhe new qualifications available 
at 17+ in Ireland and the introduction of 2-year youth train.in; in the 
United Kin.;Jdam  are other examples.  In:ieed,  in most Member states there 
has been a vast expansion and diversification in vocational prepara-
tion an::i train.in;,  beginning after the first cycle of secon:iary educa-
tion.  Pre cuployment programmes,  linked train.in; and education schem-
es,  and many different 1d.rm of "WOrk  experience an::i  irldu.cnon program-
mes have been set up. 
'Ihese developnents have certainly helped to reduce,  or contain,  the 
level of unemployment in the 16-18 age group,  offerJ.rq yourq people 
at least an alternative to work.  '!hey have also generated new challen-
ges for education systems.  'Ihe extensl.on of cx:mpulsory education has 
accentuated 'What  many have perceived for a  long t.ilne,  namely the need 
for substantial,  even radical,  changes in the school curriculum and 
in the style of teac.h.i.rg  an::i  learning, if it is to benefit all young - 9-
people,  including those with a  strong inclination to leave school at 
the earliest m::nnent.  Moreover,  simply staying longer m  educat~on and 
traini.n:] does not per se improve a  young person's employability or Jab 
chances.  In same  Member States,  e.g.  the Federal Republic of Gennany, 
the difficult threshold for many  young people lies no longer at the 
end of school but at the end of their vocational training course.  Yet 
another new  problem is the growing phenomenon  of "training programme 
careers",  i.e. young people nPVino from one scheire or programme to 
another,  without find.in:] a  jab. 
'Ihese changes have raised many  questions about the quality and coher-
ence of educational provision.  Initiatives aimed at a  genuine and 
broadly-based preparation for workin:J and adult life have had to start: 
with a  redefinition of its proper objectives and  content.  Exi.sting 
assessment systems and practice are being reviewed,  to improve their 
effectiveness in m::>tivating y~  people and facilitating their pro-
gression through the maze  of education and training alternatives into 
a  jab. Finally,  closer links between schools and training mstitutions 
are needed to overcame the somewhat  artif~cial and often counterpro-
ductive separation of general and vocauonal education. - 10 -
2.  Olan;Jin; characteristics of the transition popul.at~on 
'lhe transition process has not only become  longer. It is also marked 
by a  number of c:l'lan1es  in the population involve:i  . 
.Acx::ess  to work is no larger a  problem mainly for those without,  or 
with only minilnal,  qualifications. Across the Whole  rarge of ability, 
YOI.ll'XJ  people nc:M face difficulties in preparin:J for the rapidly chang-
in; requirements of entry into workin:J life. Education for transition 
has thus to take account of the needs of a  IlUlCh  wider "client" group 
than in the past.  New  policies nc:M beirg applie:i,  which aiJn at ImlCh' 
wider or even universal participation in education up to 18,  add to 
this cc:mplexi.ty by ext:en:::ii.:rg  the age-rarge of the target population. 
tJnenployment was  already biti.:rg when mst of the youn:J people nav in 
secorrlacy education began school.  'Ihey have been brought up in a  per-
iod.  in Mri.ch lack of work,  in particular for the youn:J,  is clearly ' 
perceive:i as the sin;le mst urgent social problem to be solve:i.  Yet 
mst people still tend to agree that uncertainty about the future sup-
ply of work is goin:J to persist. '!his experience has c:l'lan1e:i the atti-
tudes of some  YOI.ll'XJ  people "t:c:Mal:Os  schoolin;,  provold.:rg a  loss of mo-
tivation,  an:l altering their values an:l aspirations.  But it also leads 
many  others to became nore ciema.OO.ing,  an:l to claiJn m::>re  scope for 
self-initiative, co-detemination an:l negotiation in planni.:rg their 
future. 
'lhe difficulties facin; yourq people in the transition process are not 
only limited to education,  trai.n.in] or job issues. Social problems 
like bad housing,  bad health,  low or no income,  unstable family situa-
tions,  drugs;  cultural issues related to the integration of ethnic 
minorities;  an:i personal an:i developmental problems  m  growing from 
adolescence into adulthood,  - all these are often inseparably mingl~ 
with them.  Education aimed at preparation for adult life IlUlSt  take 
some  account of these factors,  for instance through the kiixi of rela-
tionships, the choice of curriculum,  and the :Jd.nj of guidance wluch, - 11 -
it offers to youn;J people. 
A  further,  quite different,  charge in the transit~on population has 
be:Jun  to take effect: the shri.nkin;r numbers of yo'l.ln]  people.  First it 
was  primaJ:y schools,  nrM it is secomacy schools which face fallin:;J 
enrollnents.  By the year 2000,  the 15-19 age group in the Cc:mmuJ.nity 
will have declined by 25%  on average,  but by as ltUlCh.  as 40%  or even 
nore m  some  Member states. '!his is already affectin:;J the size of 
schools ard the number of teachers bein:; recruited,  ard is one of many 
factors which have depressed teachers  1  mrale in some  Member states. 
It is a  charge which  calls for particular efforts in the field of in-
SE!l:Vice traini.n:J,  as well as ilnaginati  ve action to try to keep the 
ran:Je of education choices open to YOlll'X3'  people. 
All these charges have meant a  new  clilnate in secon:lacy education.  In 
the schools, the effect has been a  push ~  puttin:;J the student 
mre at the centre of the teach.i.n3/l~  process.  '!he challeiX3e is 
to stinu.llate re-t:hi.nldn;J of the use of the school and its resources 
m  terms of 'What  they can do for her/him,  instead of how young people 
can be fitted into 'What  the school-system has decided to offer. - 12-
3.  'Ihe diversification of the transition process 
Many of the broad,  well-known,  avenues of the past,  leading from sch-
ool to work,  are now  overgrown arxi replace:i by a  multitude of differ-
ent paths through the transition stage.  'Ihe transition process has be-
come  nore dl.versified, at least for boys or Your¥3'  men.  Generally Your¥3' 
people are faced with nore choice,  but also greater unce...-ta:inty about 
which particular cho~ce is the best for them.  Options fonnerly picked 
primarily by the less well-qualified have become attractive for the 
better qualified too, not necessarily by inclination but for their 
better job prospects or the financial support they may  provide.  Inc-
reased efforts are made necessary to help the lc:Mer-attaining stu-
dents,  to safeguard their competitiveness. 
Furthel:more,  the traditional model,  which implies that successful 
I 
transition means  settl:in; dCMn  in a  stable job straight after leaving 
school or training has been overtaken by a  new  real~ty. New  fonns of 
employment,  including part-time arxi contract work,  self-employment and 
work in co-operatives,  job shar:in; arxi tenporary enployment,  particf-
pation in Job-creation programmes  arxi voluntary work in the local cam-
nnm.ity - all these have become nore imf.ortant.  'lhese new patterns of 
employment  frequently offer possibilities for combining work w~th :tur-
ther education arxi train.in:J,  - a highly desirable development. 
Youn] people nee:i eno:::uragement arxi help to become more  11entrepreneur-
ial11  in explorin;J these new opportunities.  Policies aiJned at a  better 
preparation for working life must therefore enable them to gain great-
er breadth of experience,  through the nature of the school curriculum. 
'lhey must foster their notivation for further education arrl training 
by developirxJ the use of teach:irq arxi learning styles through which 
all Youn:J  people can experience success.  Personal arxi vocational guid-
ance,  'Whether provided by external sexvices or the schools,  has to re-
flect the new diversity of transition channels.  Last,  but not least, 
efforts need to be intensified to obtain the co-operation of parents 
in helpin;J Your¥3'  people to Irake their choices. - 13  -
4.  Cllarqes in the distribution of opportunities 
'1he unequal distribution of wealth and opportunity,  within and between 
different parts of the Comnumity,  has worsened in recent years, partly 
because of the long-lastin:;J social effects of high levels of unezrploy-
ment,  partly as a  result of stJ::uctural changes in the economy.  large 
numbers of YOUI'XJ  people are affected.  Same  Member States have areas 
in which youth unezrployment is as high as 70 or 80%. 
Unless positive action is taken in education and tJ:ai.ni.n; policies, 
the tren:i will be towards a  society in which yoUl"X]  people became :rrore 
polarised into those who obtain good,  marketable,  qualifications an::i 
the unqualified,  or nearly unqualified,  whose  jab prospects get con-
tinuously worse;  into those who can rely on the financial help and 
security of their parents,  an::i  the others,  whose range of education 
and tra:inin; choices are limited by the income level of their fami-
lies. 
In nearly all Member States there are marked regional disparities af-
fecting irxtividual chances in the transit~on process,  - disparities 
reflected in the availability of a  variety of tra.in.i.n:J  places and of 
jabs; in the quality and accessibility of guidance services and up-to-
date information; in the level of equipment,  staff an::i  other resources 
of schools;  an::i  in the standards of transport and other public  facil~­
ties. For such areas,  Comnumity,  national an::i  regional economic re-
development policies cannot do everythi.n:];  schools,  education authori-
ties an::i  local c::amnumities  also need to review whether they are making 
the best use of their resources,  an::i  consider al  tematives which may 
lead to new,  positive,  developments. 
Sectoral disparities also play an i.Irportant part. Many  nrl.grants  and 
YO\.ln;'  wamen  have limited choice,  and are channelled mto training in 
vocational fields with poor prospects,  or go into the weaker sectors 
of the labour market,  on poorly paid and precar~ous jobs.  '!bus,  from 
the start of their career,  they face high jab instability,  and have - 14  -
to rely frequently en family or other support.  'lhese YOl.lll;;J  people have 
a  special need  for ext:enied guidance help an:i tutorship,  not only 
while they are still at school but also in the period after they have 
entered the labour market arxVor vocational traini.rxJ. - 15  -
5.  'lhe increasin] significance of the local dimension 
'!he decline of major labour-intensive heavy i.rrlustries all over Eur-
ope,  arxi their replacement by new  capital-intensive,  automated firms 
have led governments to put rore emphasis on local  (or regional)  ini-
tiative,  arxi small-scale enterprise,  as a  source of new  jobs. In par-
allel there is also a  m:JVe  to reinforce the local  (or regional)  dim-
ension in education an:i t.raini.n;J.  Lessons have been learned from nega-
tive experience m  the past years,  where new  t.raini.n;J programmes have 
sometimes been set up without proper regard to the local economy 1 s 
grc:Min;J or declinin;J needs for particular vocational skills; an:i from 
positive experience with successful programmes  which have meshed into 
local development arxi enq;>loyment  opportunities. 
In the vocational t.raini.n;J field,  enq;>loyment  arxi economic pressures 
have impelled schools arxi teachers to be rore outward-looking arxi res-
ponsive to the needs of finns arxi development needs an:i prospects in 
their area.  Established links of this kind in sectors such as metal, 
textiles arxi agriculture are bein;J extended;  arxi vocational schools/ 
colleges are beccuni n; more active in marketin;J or publicisin;J their 
training capacity as part of the local development effort. 
More  generally, many  educators see a  long-tenn arxi lon<:J-standing need 
to open schools of all types,  arxi at all levels, to their local commu-
nities,  includi.n; not just parents arxi people from the neighbourhood 
but all kirx:ls of creators of wealth,  services or jobs in the locality, 
as well as those concerned with its cultural arxi spiritual welfare. 
SUch  new  approaches to local partnerships with economic  arxi social or-
ganisations and individuals have ?eroonstrated their value in a  number 
of ways.  They contribute to opening up new  resources for schools; to 
new  opporturu.  ties for yOlll"q  people;  arxi sometimes even to new pros-
pects in local development. 
To  ilnplernent an outward-looking strategy focused on local needs,  sch-
ools anci trainin<:J institutions usually need to adopt a  new  style of - 16 -
management an:i mtemal organisation.  Policies to generalise this app-
roach will therefore have to be;in by ensurin:J the necessary degree 
of flexibility an:i autonomy for them. - 17-
6.  Policies to prom::lte  gender equality 
'!he need for st.ron;er action to .i.nplement equality of opportunity for 
girls an:i }'OliD3' women,  in all sectors and at all levels of society, 
has been reiterated in many  govemnent statements in recent years. A 
nmnber  of Member States have adopted policies and action programmes 
in favour of equality and positive discriminatl.on. 
Despite these efforts there has been very little real change in the 
distribution of opportunities between young men  and young women.  A few 
women  have made  .i.nportant strides within the past 10  years,  with inc-
reasing numbers employed in professional,  administrative and techmcal 
posts and in managerial positions.  But the majority are still concen-
trated in traditional occupations and in low-paid jobs in lc:M-paying 
industries.  'Ihe gap between men 1 s  and women 1 s  ea.min;s remains. 
SUch  inequality is not only unacceptable:  ~t is also economically un-
sound.  Within the next 10 or 15 years the workin;J population will sig-
nificantly decrease in many  Member States. Already,  t.raini.rx] opportun-
ities in some  sectors of the economy,  particularly in the craft field, 
are not being filled because of a  shortage of applicants,  and small 
and medium-sized firms report increasing difficulties in finding trai-
ned workers.  Without stron:]er participation of women  in the workforce, 
at all levels, these problems will get worse. 
If young women  are to play an equai role in a  technology-based economy 
in the future,  they need to became familiar with the world of techno-
logy early in their school careers.  But m  fact,  despite a  lot of eff-
ort to introduce equal treatment in education and training, girls tend 
still to make the same  sort of educational and  vocat~onal choices as 
always,  opting in greater nl..mlbers  than boys for general rather than 
technical subjects,  pure science rather than applied science,  and 
shorter vocational courses rather than apprenticeships.  Generally, 
they restrict themselves to a  very narrow range of careers, many  of 
wlllch offering poor employment prospects or are contracting as a  re-- 18-
sult of the introduction of new  technology. 
Because ~e  in this field is so slow,  arxi de-stereotypin:J takes so 
len;, IXJSitive action needs to be pushed energetically at all levels 
of education:  to ~e  attitudes, to raise the awareness of all those 
invol  ve:i in education am to encourage girls to make  full use of the 
opportunities available. It also has to recognise the fact that lJ1 
many ways the transition problem is even llX)re  c::orrplicate:i for girls 
than for boys,  since marriage aMjor havin:J children are additionally 
important for them Y.lhen  it comes to mak:i.n;  educational and.  occupation-
al decisions. 
*  *  * 
'Ihese were the pressures am  challen;es to which the second Transition 
Programme  aimed to respon:i,  callln3' for substantial changes in the way 
schools perceive their role,  organise their work and relate to the 
outside world.  'lbe six 'priority points'  in the Resolution settin:J it 
1JP  provided guidelines on the type of action arxi pilot projects which 
should participate in it. But in:tividual areas arxi schools were natur-
ally £ree to select between these priorities as they judged nost ef-
fective in their particular circumstances. 
Most of them implemented a  broadly-based programme  of action,  rather 
than single arxi isolate:i initiatives, concentratin::J on the 14-18 age 
I 
group arxi particularly, though not exclusively,  the final years of 
cc:mpulso:ry  education. In do:in;J so,  they prcvide:i a  furxi of experience 
for the fo:cmllation of strategies aiiDed at helping schools and train-
irg institutions at large to play a  more  innovative and.  developmental 
role in the transition process,  arxi to use their resources in m::>re 
creative and effective ways. - 19  -
III. Responses by the pilot projects 
In decidin;J the nature of their programmes,  nost pilot projects did 
not limit themselves to developments ailned at c:ha.n;Jes  in particular 
subjects, or a  si.n;Jle aspect of the curriculum or the functioni.n;J of 
the school.  'lbe majority adopted a  nore global philosophy,  reviewi.n;J 
the various facets of their approach to young people's transition as 
a  whole.  As a  result, the presentation of their main outcomes  in this 
report does not follow the structure of the priority points or themes 
of the Resolution. It has appeared preferable,  instead, to group the 
results 1.1I'¥ler  four broad fields of action,  'Which  emerged  from the pro-
jects' work. 
'Ihese four fields of action can be summarised as follows: 
•  fo:rgi.n;J  closer links between schools am the economic world,  inc-
ludin::J the development am  .inplementation of more varied fonns of work 
experience,  the use of the world of work as a  learn.irY; resource,  am 
initiatives to foster a  nore pro-active am  "entrepreneurial" spirit 
~  yOUI"q  people am in the schools; 
•  action to meet new  needs in the field of guidance am  counselli.n;J; 
•  action designed to combat failure am to provide fairer opportun-
ities to lower attai.n:in:;J ani disadvantaged youn:J people;  ani 
•  action to help teachers to cope with the new  tasks ani new roles 
they have to fulfil. 
'Ihe policy .inplications,  for the wider .inplementation of such action, 
are considered later, in section IV. - 20  -
l.  Closer links between schools an:i the econcmi.c world 
Closin; the  11gap" between educab.on an::1  the outside world,  in particu-
lar the world of the econarny,  was  a  major concern for almost all pilot 
projects.  'Ihe projects saw this as their direct response to what many 
policy-makers in Europe nc:M  see as the biggest chal.lenJe for secorxial:y 
education:  to raise the quality of education an::1  tra.i.ni..n:;J  at all lev-
els of the future workforce,  an:i re:iuce the number of unqualifed,  in 
order to increase economic efficiency an:i competitiveness an:i keep up 
with the pace of econam.ic  an:i in:iustrial change,  acceleratin; urder 
the ~ct  of the new technologies. 
Individual pilot projects'  responses took many  different forms,  most 
of them centred on reviewin; the curriculum  (the content an::1  organisa-
tion of courses)  and methods or styles of teac:hin; an:i learnin:J,  adap-
ting them to reflect more  economic and technological  object~ves and 
to take account of local and regional economic development.  'lhi.s meant 
givin; Im.lCh.  more attention to the pre-vocational dimension of compul-
sory education,  in the sense of helpin:J young people to gain knCMledge 
and experience of the world of work,  and of their social an::i  economic 
environment. It also meant secon:iary schools and vocational training 
i.nstl.tutions developing new  forms  of co-operation with industry. 
'!he wider use of work -experience and the introduction of enterpru;e 
education 
Work  experience:  Work  experience schemes,  in the traditional sense 
of short "taster" placements in a  flllll,  are an established part of the 
school systems of same Member states. A new  development is the more 
diversified and more differentiated use nCM  being made  of them,  to 
support a  wider ran;e of educational objectives.  'Ihe pilot projects 
demonstrated the value of work experience schemes for various pw:po-
ses: - 21  -
•  to develop vocational knowledge,  skills an:i attitudes an:i to 
enhance nx:tivation; e.g. projects in Belgium  (B  2),  France  (F  9  an:i 
12) ,  an:i Greece  (GR  13,  14) ,  in Modena  (I 22a)  arrl Biella (I 22b)  10) ; 
e  to support vocational an:i educational guidance; e.g.  Dernnark  (DK 
3  an:i 4),  an:i France  (F 11),  in Kassel  (D  7)  an:i Rotterdam  (NL  25); 
•  to enhance personal development an:i COltlilUll'lication  skills,  an:i to 
provide part of social education; e.g.  in France  (F  9),  in Manchester 
(UK  27),  castlernilk.  (UK  28)  an:i Northamptonshi.re  (UK  30). 
In fact, mst of the 30 pilot projects were concemed with one or 
other of these uses.  In same projects,  clear operational models of heM 
to i.nplement one or 100re of these objectives were developed,  together 
with a  variety of materials related to them 11) • 
Many projects stressed the need to integrate work experience schemes 
properly into the rest of the curriculum,  whether as part of a  separ-
ate subject,  through a  cross-curriculum approach,  or in the fonn of 
project work.  For instance in Shannon  (IRL 18), work experience of 
various kirxis fonns an integral part of the new,  alternative,  16-18 
courses, which lead to the proposed new upper seconJary Senior Certi-
ficates 12) • 
All the projects concemed highlighted the i.nportance of developin;J 
co-operation between teachers; the need for flexibility in the tJ.Jne-
table;  an:i the need for support tram the school management. 
Great interest was  generated in the use of a  sequential or  11phased11 
m:x:le1  - similar to approaches to be found in Germany  - in Aalborg  (DK 
3)  where work experience placements of different lengths and with 
different objectives were combined to fonn an integral part of the 
curriculum in the three final years of campulsory education 13) • 
Placements in finns in the neighbow:hood of the schools are not always 
possible.  other methods to provide same  fonn of experience of the - 22  -
world of work can be used,  either to COil'plement placements or on their 
ovm.  A  number of projects - e.g.  in Msburg  (D  8),  I)Jblin  (IRL 16), 
Shannon  (IRL 18) ,  and Val d 'Elsa  (I 20a)  - developed si.nn.J.lated  work 
elq)6rience,  same usirq business games,  others work projects in the 
lcx:al.  C'X"l!JJIII!lnity  or train.i.ng workshops  (in vocational lllStitutions or 
colleges),  and involvirq the support of "professionals" from outside 
the school. In D.lblin,  the project set up a  ''work exploration centre", 
to support curriculum initiatives in a  group of inner-city schools 
aimed at developirq yourr;J people  1 s  social and vocational skills 
through practical learning 14) • 
Hany projects reported on the positive value of a  work placement on 
aemctivated youn::J people and for the re-integration of early drop-
outs,  provided it is carefully prepared and follOW'ed  up,  and forms 
part of a  wider curriculum approach.  Same  would go as far as to pro-
pose that work elq)6rience should be included in all yourq people's 
preparation for workirq life for its contribution to their personal 
development. 
Enterprise education:  '!he concept of  11enteJ:prise education" was vir-
tually unheaJ:d of at the start of the secon::l Transition Programme.  It 
is new  bei.n:J developed in a  number of countries, where the idea of 
schools teachirq "enterprise" is rapidly gaj.nin:J grourn.  '!he Progranime 
has contributed to this rapid dissemination. 
E::lucation for entel:prise is not a  new "subject", nor is it limited to 
specific subjects.  '!he tem is used to describe a  new set of activi-
ties in education and training a.iJned  at fosterirq YOUl'lCJ  people's crea-
tivity and influencirq their behaviour in such a  way  that they show 
m:>re  initiative and play a  more actJ.ve and inieperrlent role in deter-
min:irq or negotiatin:J their own  future. It means  an approach to change 
pupils' passive expectation of enployment into a  oore dynamic atti-
tude,  directed to fin:iing or creating one  1 s  am jab,  through an intro-
duction to the world of business,  self-enployment an:::1  small finns. 
Most of the pilot projects in Ireland,  Italy and the United Ki.n;;dam - 23  -
worked on this concept,  an:i the approaches developed by them have been 
taken up in various ways by projects in other Member states 15) . 
'!he nost cc:muron  approaches to enterprise education involve the setting 
up of ''mini-enterprises",  i.e. small,  school-based businesses run by 
the students,  or the use of school oo-operatives.  They offer real, 
though controlled,  experience of the whole process of desic;ni.n;,  manu-
facblringjdelivering an:i marketing a  product or setVice,  an:i of man-
agement,  role differentiation an:i group-work in a  business.  But many 
other fonns have also been sucx::essfully tried out,  including student 
projects,  e.g. in France  (F  11)  or Italy (I 19b); the provision of 
services to the lcx::al  comnumity,  for instance in the Greek LINK  pro-
ject (GR  15); or cx:mtract work for finns,  e.g.  in Modena  (I 22a),  or 
in same  (vocational)  schools of the French F  9 project, which have 
twinning arrcm]ements with lcx::al  enterprises. 
Fducation for enterprise can be,  an:i preferably should be,  fully inte-
grated into the school curriculum,  as in Galway  (IRL 17), 'Where  a  one-
year course was  introduced for 15-18 year olds in secordary school to 
develop creativity, resourcefulness an:i entrepreneurial skills 16). 
But it can also be an extra-curricular activity,  e.g. the co-opera-
tives set up by }'Olli);1 people in same laver,  an:i upper,  secondal:y sch-
ools in several Italian pilot projects 17). 
'!he broad rarqe of experience in the pilot projects illustrates that 
enterprise education is a  premising approach,  capable of application 
in many  forms  according to the lcx::al  context. It can significantly 
contribute to personal an:i social development,  as well as to the eco-
nomic krlovlledge  an:i skills of all students,  including those not likely 
to achieve great "academic"  sucx::ess.  An 'Ul'lusual  an:i telling example 
can be fourxi in the TRAWL  project in Northern Irelan:i  (UK  26),  where 
a  secondal:y school for pupils with learning difficulties successfully 
introduced an enterprise ~tion  project to pram::lte  initiative, in-
depen::lence  and self-confidence in girls aged 14-16 18) • 
The projects have helped to confinn that enterprise education is a - 24  -
valuable framework concept for developin; this kini of leanung oppor-
tunities, based in the school ani m  the outside world.  'Ihey have  , 
shown the need to .irwolve "professionals" ani other adults as consul-
tants in such activities,  and not just teachers.  One approach to this 
way is the use of the "talent bank",  developed in Shannon  (  IRL 18) , 
an .irwentory of people willin; ani available to offer their personal 
help,  which proved particularly helpful to the project schools.  In 
Irelani,  where the enterprise IOCJVement  has :nCM gained national support 
ani rec:c:gni.tion,  the lcx::::al  branches of the Bank of Irelani offer th.elX 
services too,  as agents for lcx::::al  expert support,  and provicl.in:;J  fin-
ancial and administrative guidance and same  lind.  ted funding  (e.g. to 
mini  -entel:prises) • 
I.ast but not least, enter:prise education programmes  - particularly in 
rural, ncn-i.rdustrialised areas such as in Avellino  (I 2lb),  calabria 
(I 19a) ,  Sassari  (I 19b) ,  ~s  (UK  29)  or the Greek J.GBO  project  (GR 
13)  - have enhanced awareness of the iltportant role of schools ani 
tra.ini.rq institutions as a  resource for stinu.ll.atin; economic develop-
ment. 
School-economy links and curriculum change 
over an:i above these two specific developments,  the call on schools 
to hea'm>e  l!X)re  outwa:rd-looki.n:3 and to open up to their environment 
also stimulated a  range of other innovative actions in the pilot p~ 
jects. '1hese took the form of broader chan:]es to the curriculum,  or 
the introduction of new leami.rq activities related to it. Creating" 
links with the world of the econcmy,  an:i contacts with industry,  were 
seen as major aiJns  of this kim of  chan:Je.  '!hey also often provided 
the resources required for it 19) • 
As note:i already,  most of the pilot projects saw as their point of en-
try to curriculum development,  in the field of compulsory an:i general 
education,  the need to provide all y~  people with an introduction 
I 
to the world of work,  in same  realistic but manageable way.  Work  ex-
perience an:i enter:prise education programmes,  as described above,  were - 25  -
the first priority arrl a  central part for same proJects.  But various 
other approaches were developed which can be grouped un:ier the follow-
ing headi.rx]s: 
e  '!he introduction of a  new  subject or course,  involving links with 
local Wustry as one of its features. 
Apart fran the new  programmes in Galway  (IRL 17)  an:i Shannon  (IRL 18) 
already mentioned,  work-oriented courses were also developed by the 
Rijndelta project  (Rotte:rdam,  NL  25)  ani are nor.:l  being inplemented, 
on an ~imental  basis,  in most of the 12  rutcn provinces 20).  In 
sootlarrl,  a  new  course was  used by the Castlemilk project  (UK  28). It 
now  fo:nns  part of a  transition curriculum for students in ccmprehens-
ive schools,  age 14-16, to develop their social ani vocational skl.lls. 
It provides experience-based le.amin;J  (  coverl.IXJ the three areas of 
llc::ma,  cxmum.mity  ani work)  and is assessed as part of the new  Scottish 
Exam:ina.tion at age 16 21).  In the German pilot projects,  SC'hool-in:ius-
t:l:y links were further developed within the framework of  11Al:beits-
lehre"  (Teaching about the world of work) ,  which is part of the curri-
culum of lc:Mer  seoon:lal:y schools throllghout Germany,  and is increas-
ingly being extemed to other types of seoon:lal:y schools 22). 
•  A cross-curriculum,  or "infusion" approach. 
'1his approach does not imply arty chan)e to the rrumber of subjects, or 
their place in the t.Uoetable,  but aims  at introducing various ways of 
teaching about the world of iniustry ani work into same  (eventually 
all)  exi.stirg subjects. Exanples can be found in most of the Italian 
pilot projects,  an:i in the cx:mprehensive,  school-based,  curriculum re-
view project in Northern Irelani  (TRAWL,  UK  26).  'Ihe cross-curriculum 
approach is now  in widespread use :in many  parts of the United Kin;dom, 
where techniques have been developed by the SCIP programme  (School 
OJrriculum Irxiustry Pa.rtnersl'Up),  to help schools inplement it 23). 
e  'Ihe project approach,  usirq topic- or problem-centred learning 
situations. 
'lhi.s approach,  now  common  :in many  seoon:lal:y schools,  provides a  natu-
ral means to :introduce learning about the world of the economy,  and - 26 -
contact with in1ustry or the local ccmmmity,  into pupils'  activities. 
'Ihe majority of pilot projects in the Transition Programme used the, 
"project" concept,  for school-based or off-premises experiential lear-
nin;J an:l for extra-curricular activities. '!heir experience has confrr-
med the illportance of inter-disciplinaey an:l inter-subject co-opera.:.. 
tion between teachers as an essential factor for success with this 
approach. 
Particularly close an:l specific links with in1ustry were established 
by those pilot projects which worked in the field of vocational educa-
tion.  'Ihe F  9  project, which explored the use of work experience to 
support the curriculum of vocational schools in 6  'Academies •  of 
France,  saw the development of active reciprocal relationships between 
these schools an:l fil:ms as a  major benefit of the process.  Close 00'7 
operation between teachers an:l industrial tutors resulted in a  real ' 
partnership, in which the fil:ms played the role of a  "pedagogical 
annex'' to the schools.  'Ihe Flemish project  (B  2),  in the Provinces of 
L:iJDburg  an:l West F1an::iers,  developed a  new  type of  sardwich vocation-
al course for school-leavers.  some  of its most innovative features lay 
in the successful co-operation achieved  between the vocational tra.in-
:i.n; institutions  (technical schools)  an:l finns,  in the design an:l imp-
lementation of the course; its direct responsiveness to local needs; 
an:l the new methods of course-market:in; 24) •  ArrarxJements  for sharin;J 
equipzoont can be of great help to brirq trai.rrl.rq up to the latest 
stamards of tec:hnology,  as in Kortrijk  (B  2), where finns have loca-
ted laboratories,  new machines an:l operators in a  technical school, , 
us:i.n; them for their own  pui!X)SeS as well as mak.in:J  them available for 
the school's trai.rrl.rq programmes. 
'Ihe main obstacles faced by the projects in developin;J a  oore outward 
look.in;J curriculum, with S'tro.rg links between schools and industry, 
lay in the rigidity of regulations governin; the centrally-set curri-
culum  (in some Member  states), the lack of flexibility in the time-
table an:l management of the school,  and the problem of fonnal  re<XX3l'll-
tion of new courses or extra-curricular activities in the examination 
an:l certification systems. - 27  -
Local support am  enablin::r structures 
Linki.m mechanisms:  Co-operation between schools am their environ-
ment does not have to depeOO on formal links or local co-ordination 
structures. In a  number of pilot projects,  in:lividual schools an:i 
trainiJ'x;j institutions had sufficient freedom to manage their own  af-
fairs, to be able to create an interactive workin:] relationship with 
external partners in their area,  usin:J their own  initiative without 
recourse to outside administrative help.  A gocxi  example is the use of 
local liaison groups in Shannon  (IRL 18)  - i.e. informal local net-
works of external people willin:J to lend their skills, ani their time, 
to help "their" schools. 
EUt administrative support and mere  formal structures for co-operation 
and co-ordination have proved highly effective,  an:i in same projects 
in:lispensable, to prtJmOte school-in:iustry links, or to cope with same 
new  tasks 'Which  cannot be fulfilled by the in:lividual school.  '1he for-
mal  encouragement,  by the French government,  to in:lividual schools and 
finns to sign twinni.n;J agreements,  has given a  nationwide boost to the 
development of partnership arrarx]ements,  arxl was  of great benefit to 
the wider use of work experience in the F  9 project. In Kassel  (D  7) 
the regional co-ordination centre for work  exper~ence  has became the 
essential mechani.sm  for fi.rding opportunities for placements,  arxl 
mat.ch.i.rx;J  supply an:i demarxl for them. 
Same projects have set up new types of co-ordination centres or "agen-
cies" with a  wider brief to support arxl p:rc::mXJte  links between the sch-
ools arxl the world of work.  '!heir scope is not limited to purely ad-
ministrative,  or co-ordinatin:J tasks, it also includes practical con-
trihutions to curriculum development,  infonnation an:i guidance initia-
tives or help with special teacher-trainin;;.  One particularly interes-
tin; exanple is the School Contact Committee in Aalborg  (DK  3),  an in-
formal body for co-operation and action on any aspect of school-trade/ 
in:iustry contact, workin:J through the existin; agencies am,  especi-
ally, the guidance counsellors 25). In the Netherlarxis,  a  "Contact-
centnnn orxierwijs-Al:beid"  (CDA,  School Employment Liaison Centre)  has - 28  -
been set up since 1982 in each of the courrt:ey•s 12 provinces.  'IWo of 
these centres provided the stnlCtures for the rutch pilot projects in 
the Transition Programme  (NL 24  arrl 25},  pilotin;;J new  approaches to 
the intprovement of 'WOrk  experience schemes,  the co-ordination of gui-
dance,  arrl information 26). In Modena  (I 22a)  the new  11Agenzia so.lOla-
m:m:io di lavoro"  (SChool-world of Work Agency)  has \lw'Orked  successfully 
to help students am teachers to develop,  maintain am  exploit links 
with the world outside the schools arrl t.ra.iniiq institutes 27).  A 
s:i:milar approach was also i.ntrcxhlced in Belgium,  where  a  local centre 
( 11Transvia11 )  was  established by the Saint Ghislain proJect  (B  1). 
'!he legal status of the new  centres varies, but they are generally set 
up with support from the education authorities an:i local or regional 
industry,  for instance fran Olambers of Commerce or professional asso-
ciations. It has became  evident,  from the experience of the pilot pro-
jects, that the..c;e  agencies can play a vital role in actively stinula-
tin;J an:i co-ontinatin; links between the various partners at the local 
or regional level, in creat:i.xq new  leamin:J opporb.mities for yourg 
people an:i in prcncting a  spirit of partnership. 
Action by firms  r  trade unions:  Many pilot projects felt that a  stable 
school-industry partnership should ideal Jy be seen to be of benefit 
to both partners, ani not produce a  situation in \lhl.ich  one of them was 
always the "giver•,  ard the other always the "receiver''. It was held 
equally illlportant that co-operation involve both sides of industry, 
employers/finDs and trade unions.  Firms arxi trade unions should there-
fore be encouraged to take initiatives of their own,  from their en:i, 
to establish links with schools.  Same positive exanples can be fOUl"d 
in the Transition Programme am  elsewhere 28). 
'!he lcx::al  cgrmm.mity,  an::i  parents, as resources: Pilot projects from 
all Member states also eq:hasise:i the valuable role of the local c::om-
munity as a  resource for experience-based leamin:J,  aver and above 
links with industry.  A number of projects were actively concerned with 
dovetailing the work of their schools into the life of the cxmmmity, 
usi.n; different approaches such as plaoe:lnents,  project work,  open - 29  -
days,  drama presentations,  travellin;J exhibitions,  or offer.i.n; their 
premises and equipment to adults and institutions in the local area. 
In Greece,  for instance,  a  variety of extra-curricular school-cc:mmtlll1-
ity li.nkin;J activities were developed in several schools in the LINK 
project  (GR.  15) ,  which fonns part of a  national progranune to introduce 
a  new  type of unified. upper-secondary school,  for pupils aged 16-18. 
These activities build on the resources of the school,  and the social 
and economic  needs/opporb.mities of the local COIIlllU.l11ity,  and contri-
bute to the curriculmn,  as well as to gw.dance and COl'liilU.ll1ity  educa-
tion 29).  Silni.larly,  the Nort:h.alrptonshi pilot project  (UK  30)  deve-
loped ways to enable students to leam by wcrki.n; in the camnumity 
alongside adults,  and at the same ti.nva to ~  the schools  1  con-
tribution to their environment 30) • 
other projects in Denmark,  France,  Germany,  Ireland and the United 
~stressed  the .ill'lportant role of parents as a  resource 31).  Ex-
anples can be foun:i in the Venissieux proJect  (F 10)  and the Northamp-
tonshire project  (UK 30), which had as one of their ail'lls to associate 
parents lOClre actively in the education of their children,  especially 
the parents of lower-achievin; pupils. 'lhe schools developed ways  to 
create a  new  climate,  provided new  kinds of parent evenin;Js,  brought 
parents into advisory groups,  and  involved them actively in curriculmn 
activities 32). 
Links between schools,  in:lustry and the wider local COl'liilU.ll1i ty,  as des-
cribed above,  also had a  positi7e brpact on the projects•  activities 
in the field of educational and vocational guidance,  and on staff 
development and in-service traini.rq for teachers.  These aspects are 
considered in Sections m.2 and III.4 of this report. - 30-
2.  InprovirxJ educational and vocational guidance 
Offerin:;J opporb.mities to all yourr;r people to acquire relevant knc:M-
ledge,  skills an:i personal c:anpetencies is one pillar of their prepa-
ration for worki.rg and adult life; enabli.n; an:i helpi.n:] them to use 
these qualities for mala.n:J  informed educational, vocat1onal a.n:l  cx::cu-
pational choices,  and for developi.n:J a  dynamic perspect1ve of their 
am future - i.e. guidance - is the other pillar. '!he two are insepa-
rably connected..  Guidance - un:ierstood in these tenus,  and as seen by 
the pilot projects - goes far beyond the provision of up-to-date in-
fo:rmation on careers and jobs, or help to find a  placement. It invol-
ves opporb.mities for active leam.in;J and personal experience,  and 
should help put into focus the personal and social future of the yolll'q 
person,  not only hisjher future work. 
In the Transition P.rogramme,  there was a  noticeable trerd tcMards giv-
in:;J  the guidance process a  more central place in the work of the scho-
ol. 'Ihe pilot projects saw guidance as an integral part of teachi.n:] 
an:i leam.in;J;  as a  process whl.C'h  had to continue beyond school:  and 
as a  process requirin:;J the active involvement of other partners and 
same inter-institutional co-operation.33)  'lbe functioning of national 
guidance systems as such,  and of the various specialise::l agencies in 
them,  are not considered in this report, but a  concise review an:i ana-
lysis of them can be fOlllld  in a  separate study recently published for 
the Commission  34} • 
Implications for the curriculum:  active learni.n:r 
If guidance is to be linked to the \-ihole  teachi.n:] an:i leam.in;J process 
in the transition period, it  must in practice be integrated into the 
curriculum.  Different approaches were developed by projects with this 
in view:  introducing guidance as a  separate subject or course,  drawi.n:] 
on various disciplines: or making it a  part of several subjects. Most 
of the activities and curriculum provision aiined at links with in:lus-
try or the use of the wider world outside the schools as a  leam.in;J - 31-
resource  (described above in III.l), had an ~licit  guidance objec-
tive,  an:i have proved of value,  e.g. work  ~ience  schemes,  particu-
larly those us.in; a  "phased" approach,  or ente:rprise education progra-
mmes.  They fom essential elements,  but not the c::cmplete  answer to the 
need to strengthen the guidance process in a  school. 
'Ihe most .inportant factor was  seen to be the emphasis to be placed on 
prc:nrotin:J yourq people  1 s  autonamy,  their self-awareness an:i their cap-
acity to plan their own  future.  Al::x:tlfe  all, this meant for the pilot 
projects a  shift towards nore active an:i participative fonns of learn-
in:; across the whole curriculum,  us.in; a variety of leamin:;J places 
an:i a  ranJe of methods  (e.g.  simulations,  role-plays,  group an:i pro-
ject work) ;  enhanc.in; students  1  ability for self-assessment;  an:i deve-
lopin:;J nore adult pupil  -teacher relationships. '!his was reflected in 
the 'WOrk  of the French project  (F  11)  which involved 60  selected ori-
entation an:i infcmnation centres in develop.in; new  approaches to their 
task of support:irq the guidance process in schools.  The materials 
which the project developed covered aspects like self-awareness,  knc::M-
ledge of the 'WOrld  of 'WOrk  an:i plannin;J one  1 s  future,  an:i were design-
ed as flexible units for joint use by teachers an:i guidance counsel-
lors 35). other projects - especially in Denmark,  Irelan:i,  Italy an:i 
the United Ki.n;Jdcm  - provided other examples of how the content an:i 
style of delivery of the curriculum could be adapted so as to contri-
bute to meet.in; the guidance needs of youn:; people. 
A particularly c::cmprehensive  approach was  introduced in Italy,  empha-
sisin;J the need to link Youn:J  people  1 s  aspirations to the economic po-
tential of their "territo:cy"  (region),  an1 to develop their autonomy 
an:i stimul.ate their sense of initiative as a  resource for grc:Mth in 
the local area.  In all eight Italian projects,  the schools were lllVi-
ted to explore how to participate in,  an:i contribute to, the economic 
welfare an:i development of their area.  Drawing on a  number of differ-
ent subjects,  as well as extra-curricular activities, they set out to 
enhance Youn:J  people  1 s  un:le.rstan:ling an:i ~ience  of the particular 
economic an:i cultural features of their region.  One  of the main objec-
tives in this "territoriq" approach was to develop in the students, - 32  -
both boys arxl girls,  a  greater awareness of,  ani a  nore positive atti-
tude to, the possibilities of work in small finns arxi self-employment. 
Special curriculum materials were produce::i  for lower and upper secon-
dary schools,  to support this process arxi to disseminate it more wide-
ly 36). 
'!hough st.ron;ly advocating the need for guidance to be seen as  an in-
te;;ral part of the curriculum,  some  projects warned against treating 
it siltply as a  vague "overarchi.n;J" principle. '.Ihey  argued,  from their 
experience,  that guidance should have a  clear,  identifiable place in 
the school  1 s  curriculum.  In their statements about their curriculum, 
schools should therefore include a  clear account of their pro::::edures 
or approach to provicti.n::] guidance,  especially on how they han:Ue the 
I 
needs of weaker pupils. 
Continuity beyon:l school 
Follorrup guidance for all young people who have left school - but es-
pecially the low-qualified,  or YO\.ln9'  migrants who lllaY  suffer from cul-
tural discrimination - was  a  stron::J focus in same pilot projects. It 
reflects a  growing conce:rn,  in a  number of Member states,  about the 
need for continuing advice ani tutorship of those young people who 
have not been able,  for whatever reason, to enter FOSt-school training 
or work.  'Ihese yot.m:;  people are difficult to contact,  once they have 
left school,  and their guidance needs generally exten:i beyon:i the 
question of vocational or cx::cupational choice,  to a  broader ran:1e of 
personal ani social problems. 
'Ihe pilot projects concerned with these issues therefore stressed the 
importance of avoiding a  break in the continuity of personal contact 
to these yo1Jn3"  people at the point of leaving school.  Schools in the 
two I:aru..sh projects  (DK  3  arrl DK  4)  developed therr approaches  m  the 
framework of national regulations for follow-up gmdance.  Generally 
the guidance specialists of the  'Folkeskole  1  ( c:orrpulsory school)  have 
a  responsibility to lllaintain contact with students after they have 
left school,  several tJ.meS  over the period until they have reached - 33  -
the age of 19 or have entered a  post-compulsory institution which then 
takes over the guidance responsibility.  Since the guidance specialists 
work part-time in the school am part-t:ilre outside it in the local 
community,  am because they work closely together with the class-tea-
chers, this system helps to identify potential problems at an early 
stage, am offers other continuous am  coherent guidance support. 
S.ilnilar approaches were successfully introduced in Gennany  (D  5 am 
D B) ,  where special guidance teachers offered advice am personal sup-
port to y~  people,  in particular to potential low-achievers am 
y~  migrants,  duri.r:q their last years of full-t:ilre campulso:ry educa-
tion,  followi.rx] them through for same t:ilre in the period thereafter. 
'!hey liaised with the providers of post:-school opportunities, to find 
solutions suited to the needs of the individual y~  person,  am  co-
operated closely with the local careers COllllSellors of the national 
employment agency  (Bundesantalt fur Arbeit). In r:uisburq  (D  B)  it has 
thus been possible to set up a  coherent am  camprehensi  ve support 
structure,  coverin:J a  large part of the region. 
Different approaches were explored by projects in other Member States. 
Recognisi.r:q that many y~  people distl:ust schools,  am teachers in 
them,  the I.llxernbourg project  (L  23)  established a  network of locally-
based social/youth workers  (and specific trai.nin:J for them) •  'Ihese 
"Transition Tutors" operated outside the schools but in close contact 
with them,  as well as with trai.nin:J institutes, local youth services, 
irxlustry am authorities 37).  In another exanq_:lle,  the "outreach Cen-
tre" nm by the IlJblin Inner c~ty project  (lRL 16),  c::ammunity-based 
second-chance programmes were offered, which cambined guidance with 
social am vocational preparation in an info:rmal.,  non-school environ-
ment 38).  Similar developments were also to be found.  in Veniss~eux 
(F 10)  am Kassel  (D  7) • 
Co-operation with formal  and infernal providers m  the local community 
'lhe greater enphasis placed on guidance at the school level does not 
ilnply that schools carry the exclusive,  or main,  responsibility for - 34  -
guidance.  nwir new efforts will have little effect unless the schools 
develop a  stroll; cx:munitrnent  to ~tion  with the other partners 
in the guidance process. In hanlly any other area of transition work 
is the need for co-ordination nore obvious than in the guidance field, 
'Where a  multitude of providers operate in parallel,  inclu.d.in; publ~c 
and private specialised agencies,  guidance an::i  careers services inside 
and outside the education system,  parents,  youth services,  education 
and tra.inirq institutes,  finns,  an::i  organisations in the local camnu.m-
ity. Many }'OlUl;J people,  and teachers,  fini it  mff~cult to see their 
way t:hrollgh this bewilderuq complexity. 
'Ihe pilot projects tackled this problem on various fronts.  nw 60  in-
fonna.tion arxi orientation centres participating in the French F  11 
project  (which fonn part of the education system but are based outside 
the schools)  concentrated on developing a  nore mteractive an::i  orgaru.c 
"WOrkin:]  relationship with teachers an::i schools in their "constituen-
cies".  Anx:>n]  its many  actions,  including the produc'"...ion  of guidance 
m::xlul.es  for use in the schools,  the proJect established a  special 
group to study the type of networks which Youn:J  people used outside 
the formal guidance system.  '!he results are now being used to raise , 
awareness,  am::m:J  teachers arxi counsellors,  of the diverse sources 
which can be tapped,  to help with personal guidance for Youn:J  people. 
In Germany, ~  careers guidance is p:rovided by the careers counsel-
lors of the employment agency,  the projects in Mannheim  (D  5),  Kassel 
(D  7)  and n.ti.sburg  (D  8)  intensified co-operation between these coun-
sellors and teachers,  especially the "contact teachers"  (see bela.~) 
now being introduced in many  schools 39) •  Special arran:Jements were 
developed,  including in-service tra.inirq,  which significantly inp:roved 
the quality arxi co-ordination of guidance sel:Vices in the project 
areas. 
A further inportant  f~eld for co-operation to inp:rove the guidance 
process is the development of working links between general arxi voca-
tional schools.  'Ihe Mannheim project  (D  5)  benefited from a  system of 
11contact teachers" and "contact groups" which had been set up as part 
of the first Transition Progranune,  covering the whole of the  'Land' - 35 -
of Baden-wurttemberg.  In the contact groups  (of which there are rore 
than 60,  involv:in1 about 2000  teachers),  specially-appointed contact 
teac:::hers  from the  11Hauptschulen"  (lCMer  secon:lary,  general education, 
schools)  ani the vocational scllools meet regularly,  to :ilnprove their 
know'ledge of the ran;Je of vocational train:in1 available, to CCII!pare 
the curricula in both types of scllools,  ani to organise practical 
workln;J links between them.  '!he contact teachers later transmit the 
infonnation ani experience they have gaine1 to other teacher-collea-
gues,  thus :ilnprovirx;J the guidance expertise in their scllool  40) • 
School-li.nk.in:J was  similarly ~ised  in the Venissieux project  (F 
10} ,  in the regional co-ordination system in Kassel  (D  7} ,  ani in the 
strathclyde project  (UK  28}. 
Settin:3' up a  local,  inter-service, task-farce has been another appro-
ach successfully used in the Transition Programme,  to co-ordinate ani 
develop guidance activities ani the provision of education/training 
opportunities in a  municipality.  '!he "youth team"  in Hvidovre  (DK  4) 
is a  particularly good exanple. It brmgs together in one group,  meet-
in; once a  ItOnth,  representatives of four local services:  Youth Guid-
ance  (i.e. the counsellors working in the schools and the local com-
munity},  Youth Employment  (offer:in1 training places in public sector 
errployment projects), Social Welfare ani the State Employment Office. 
'!he group operates as a  clear:m;-house to provide coherent,  comprehen-
sive guidance ani training p~  for school-leavers ani Youn:::J  un-
errployed,  tailored to the in::lividual needs of the youn;::r  person. It or-
ganises its work in such a  way tha'C the local guidance cotmsellors can 
act as a  single contact point•for youn;r people,  giving access to all 
four services 41).  Youth teams have also been started ncM in other mu-
nicipalities in Denmark.  'lhe approach can be compared to that of the 
French  'Missions Locales' ,  a  network of local task-forces set up since 
1982 all CNer the countJ:y,  to co-ordinate,  stinu.llate ani develop edu-
cation,  training ani other prevision for youn;::r  people,  especially 
those  'en difficulte' between the ages of 16 ani 25  42). 
'!he value of havirx;J available, at the local level,  a  special clearing-
house ani development capacity to meet the needs of YO'lln3'  people with 
particular problems is also illustrated in the work of the  11RAA.s 11  in - 36 -
Nort:hrtline Westfalia  {  nRegionale Arbeitsstellen zur Forcierur'q aus-
1 
lan:lischer Kin::ler und Jugerxllicher11  - local  agenc~es for the support 
of migrant children an:i youth).  These agencies were set up recently 
in 8  different cl.ties in the vast in:iustrial Ruhr regl.on,  includ.i.ng 
the cities of r:ui.sburg an:i Obel:hausen,  where they JOined in the D  8 
project of the Trans~  tion P.rogralm:tle.  Us in; J..Irt:er-di.scipli.nal:y teams 
(teachers,  social workers,  trainers, psychologists)  they develop pro-
grammes  for inter-cultural  c::amrro.micatio~,  run inside the schools ard 
outsl.de in the local CXlil'IITll.ll'ty;  they help to improve existinJ local 
infrastructure and facilities for yourq migrants;  provide special 
counselling an:i guidance in co-operation with the schools;  an:i develop 
fonns of community e:lucation 43). 
More generally,  all of the local support and co-ordination structures 
for school-in:lustry links, described m  section III.l of this report, 
have also proved hl.ghly effective for guidance purposes.  The same app-
lies to the approaches,  developed by various pilot proJects,  invol  v1.11g 
parents m:::>re  closely in the life of the school and in contact with  , 
teachers. 
SUbstantl.al experience has been gained also,  in the Transit~on Progra-
nttne,  on ways in wch yourq people themselves can support each other, 
and cxmq:llement  the work of schools and specialists in the guidance 
process.  Several strarxis can be seen in this develo~t: the involve-
ment of y~  people in schools'  efforts to ensure that information 
1naterial related to guidance is available to,  and used by,  those leav-
in; school;  the formation of mutual help,  or self-help,  groups to cope 
with the problems of intermittent UileliQ?loyment,  through organising 
projects in the lcx::al  area;  and the networkin:;J of infonration an:i 
self-help projects,  so as to provide mutual  supp:::~rt an::l  encouragement. 
All these developments pram:rt:.e  a  change in the role of young people, 
from that of passive client to active partner. 
Many pilot projects have p:rovl.ded  a  basis for changes of this kin:l, 
through thelr ernphasl.S on active leanring,  enterprJ.Se e:iucation or by 
p:rov~ding activitl.es and materials to support self-assessment and - 37  -
self-guidance.  'Ihi.s experience is bein;J greatly exterrled by a  range 
of special youth projects, managed by young people themselves,  which 
the Commission has supported in association w~th the Transition Pro-
gramme  44)  0 
Sex-destereotyping and widening girls  1  choices 
ChalleN;Ji.n;J traditional thi.nkin; about the roles of women,  and raising 
the self-awareness and self-confidence of girls, were seen by many pi-
lot projects as the first step towards encouragin;J and enablin;r girls 
to cxmsider a  wider ran:Je of choices for the~ future lives in the 
"WOrld  of 'WOrk  and as adults.  Many projects have been erx]aged in ac-
tions aimed at teachers,  administrators, parents and counsellors. 
'!heir experience contributed to the preparation of an Action Hanfuook 
addressed to these target groups,  which was  published in the framework 
of the Council Resolution to pl:."Cll'Dte  equal opportunities for girls and 
boys in education,  adopted by the Council and Ministers of Education 
on 3 June 1985  45). 
Special concem about the quality of guidance for g~ls, and pos~tive 
action to :il11prove it, was  an i.lrportant aspect in a  number of projects 
from all Member states. Girls were encouraged to choose technical sub-
jects, to learn to use a  computer,  to participate in mixed-group pro-
ject work,  and work experience programmes;  boys and girls grappled 
with the question of role-stereotypes,  through chscussion and work in 
the classroom,  but also through practical experience,  using,  for inst-
ance,  role-plays or enterprise schemes. 
Same  projects have pro::iuced particular curriculum units to raise aw-
areness to sex-stereotypm; and its effects on warnen•s  choice of Jobs 
and tra.inin:J.  In castlemilk  (Scotland,  UK  28),  a  new  short course,  the 
11Girls Programme11 ,  was  developed for 14/15-year-old girls. 
It comprises five 1-hour sessions,  each involving the presentation of 
specially selected stinn.llus material,  followed by small-group discus-
sion.  'Ihe course is taught in single-sex groups -with the pupils be-- 38  -
in;r withdrawn from their no:rmal  lessons for it - to avoid boys domina-
tin;r the dj SOJSsions ani prevent boys ani girls from adoptin::J rJ.gid 
stereo-typical positions 46).  'Ihe Shannon project  (IRL 18)  developed 
a  c::onprehensive teachers'  resource pack,  entitled "Why  not broaden 
your horizons",  c:ontaini.n; a  teachers handbook,  student work-cards and 
video materials.  'Ihe pack is addressed to guidance counsellors and 
subject teachers,  and includes guidelines for activities, in and out 
of the school,  to cover about ten 4o-minute periods. It is mainly de-
signed for use with girls aged 11-16, but has proved also effective 
with mixed groups 4  7) • 
'Ihe experience of the projects confirms the value of such curricular 
initiatives. But many projects also stressed the need to consider pos-
itive actl.on not only in terms of a  specific course,  but as a  continu-
ous ani serious concern perva.d.in;J all curriculum ani guidance acti  vi-
ties at the school. - 39  -
3 •  Combat.ln; school failure an::l disadvantage 
'!he Transition Progra:mrre has grappled with. the issue of school failure 
in a  pragmatic way.  Its work was not based on a  particular definition 
of lc:M-achievement,  or success, usirq c:::c:rnmon  criteria. A large number 
of projects piloted practical approaches to support YOUI'¥J  people,  who 
are at risk of  1 failure  1  in c:cmpul.sory  schoolirq, by whatever stan:i-
ards apply in the education system.  Same  were concemed about the 
still un-mastered effects of the extension of secon:lal:y education, 
whether de jure or de facto,  which raise difficult questions about the 
appropriateness of the "academic"  curriculum for those young people. 
'!hey all felt the challenge to break the vicious circle in which a 
lack of positive experience or recognised success leads to apathy,  or 
rejection of learning at school,  ard destroys the motivation for any 
further education.  'lhey also recognised the need for schools to pay 
more serious attention to the problem of illiteracy: c:cmpul.so:r:y  educa-
tion may  provide in many  cases the last opportunity for diagnosis an::l 
remedial action. 
Beirq disadvantaged does not,  of course,  necessarily corrli.tion yourg 
people to failure at school.  Nor do all yourg people face the same 
difficulties.  Disadvantage has many roots; they may lie in the person-
ality or personal histo:r:y of a  yourg person or stem from economic so-
cial or structural problems in the area he or she lives in. other 
yourg people are discriminated against,  because they belon:J to an eth-
nic minority or were brought up in a  different culture. All these fac-
tors,  hc:Mever,  can become,  ard mostly are,  serious obstacles to young 
people developirq their full potential ard meet.in; traditional stan:i-
ards for success at school. 
'Ihe pilot projects set themselves different priorities for action 48). 
'lhree main areas are considered below. - 40  -
Action related to the curriculum 
Many of the curriculum llll10Vations referred to in the prece1.l.n:J parts 
of this report were particularly relevant to helpl.l"lg  YOIID1  people with 
learning difficulties: putti.rg the emphasis on experiential,  or ac-
tive,  learning; using the world out-of-school as a  resource;  intrcxiuc-
ing enterprise education ani work experience schemes  - all these app-
roaches have provEd. valuable.  '!hough they are new  cam:i.ng  into ItU.lch, 
wider use for YOIID1  people with all kirDs of ability, the educational 
philosophy ani concepts urxierlying them were,  in fact,  derived ~ 
their successful use with these students,  YJho  by traditl.onal stan::1ards 
shcMed only no:lest attairanent. 
Same projects worked on the development of "alternative" curricula for 
disadvantagEd. ani lower-achieving pupils in c:x:mpulso:ry  education,  es-
pecially in the United I<in;dcm:  in Manchester  (UK 27),  No:rtha.n'pton-
shire  (UK  30)  ani castlemilk  (UK 28); ani in Venissieux  (F 10).  These 
alteJ::native curricula are m:>re  precisely related to the i.n:ii.vidual 
learning needs ani capacities of their clients. 'Ihey inco:tpOrate the 
key concepts which are c:overe::i by orthodox subject-based curricula, 
but organised in a  different ani lilOre flexible way,  USliXJ  a  system of 
I 
units of work or short 1'm:::xiul.es11 •  Same  of these m:xlules are subJect-
related,  others aim at the development of personal or practical abili-
ties, or at skills in the use of new  teclmology.  For each module,  ob-
jectives, methods ani expected learning outcames are precisely defin-
ed,  so that they are not only clear to the staff, but also - ani this 
provEd. very :ilxp:>rtant - to the yourq people,  ani can be negotiated' 
between teachers ani students. 
SUCh  alteJ::native curricula,  as developed in the pilot projects,  draw 
en the full annoury of experience-based learning,  insl.de the school 
an:l outside,  in in:iustl:y or the local ccmummity.  '!hey require flexi-
bility not only in the organisation of content, but also in the time-
table ani the physical arrangements  (space,  eqw.pnent etc.)  for work. 
In the schools of the Manchester project for instance,  the conversion 
of traditionally-arrangEd. classrooms into mul. ti  -purpose learning spa-- 41-
ces,  equipped for project arrl group-work as well as class-work,  was 
seen as i.nportant 49).  In Castlemilk ard Northamptonslu.re,  close wor-
king links with the local vocational colleges were develope:i,  facili-
tatin;J the use of their premises by the schools. 
'nle experience of these projects in the U.K.  and France suggests 
st:ron;ly that their alternative programmes for lower-attain.irx; pupils 
teach the basic skills ImlCh  more effectively than conventional curri-
cula,  though earlier experience of traditional leanti.n;J often illlpedes 
the students'  leami.rq capacity.  But they also call for higher,  not 
lower,  skills arrl stan:iards on the part of the teachers. 
New  approaches to assessment 
'Ihe high rate of drop-out by YOI.lll:3'  people from caapulso:cy education, 
at the statuto:cy leavi.n:;J age or even before,  was  a  major concern in 
the Transition Programme. It is still alanning:  alm::>St  one out of five 
students in Germany leaves the "Hauptschule"  (lower secon:iaJ:y educa-
tion)  without a  certificate of any practical value;  arrl the correspon-
ding figures are higher still elsewhere.  A key objective in nost pilot 
projects was therefore to exterxi,  or provide,  opportunities enabli.rg 
all students to obtain at least a  bas~c recognised qualification, the 
most essential fo.nnal  con:tition for access to further trai.n.ing or 
work. 
Many projects concentrated therefore on curriculum development ard new 
forms of remedial action, to tutor YOUll:3'  people 'Who  were "at risk" 
through the mainstream systems of certification, e.g.  in Germany  (all 
projects)  arrl France  (F  10). other projects, particularly in Irelani 
an:i the United K:i.n;;Jdom,  challenged the appropriateness of existing 
assessnent an:i certification procedures for their new  courses arrl cur-
ricula.  '!hey worked on new  approaches which put the emphasis on recog-
nisi.rg what has been achieved by the .individual young person,  rather 
than on classifyi.n:;J h.iJnjher as a  good or bad pupil 50). 
A main thrust in these approaches has been the use of new  techniques - 42  -
an:i .instruments such as  11student Profiles",  "Activity Record Sheets", 
"statements of Achievement",  or "Letters of credit" - which provide 
each pupil with a  systematic,  exten1ally validated,  record and certi-
ficate of •twork"  done at school.  Same of these techniques were pilo-
ted in the first Transition Progranune 51) •  '!hey were further developed 
and no:re widely used in same projects of the secon:i Programme;  e.g. 
in Galway  (DU. 17)  and Shannon  (DU. 18),  in Northern Ireland  (UK 26), 
Manchester  (UK  27),  castlemilk  (UK  28),  Powys  (UK  29)  and Northanpton-
shi:re  (UK  3 0) 0 
'lhe:re are variations and differences,  between the projects,  in the 
forms and uses of these new  approaches to assessment,  and in the way 
they are validated.  &It the main advantages,  enphasised by all pro-
jects, were that these new  forms gave a  fuller and fairer aCCOlU'lt  of a 
wider ral'X1e  of experience gained by a  yourg person at school.  '!hey re-
cognised types of achievement which do not len:i themselves to conven-
tional methods of assessment.  '!hey are easily adaptable to a  ''modular" 
organisation of the curriculum and active learning.  Ani they foster 
a  "pedagogie de la reussite"  (learning through success),  a  concept 
strongly reflected also in the Ven.issieux project  (F  10), through pro-
vid.in; a  contirru.ous record of tasks successfully achieved by the stu-
dent. 
nus experience points stron::Jly to the conclusion that chan:;es in the 
methods an:i instruments used for assessment can be of benefit to all, 
not only so-called "c1i..sadva:ntaged"  yourg people.  '!he general use of 
such methods will also help to avoid the stigrnatisation an:i separation 
of the lower-attainers.  Many yourg people,  particularly but not only 
those "at risk",  would find it helpful to be able to present to train-
ing institutions or enployers a  "certificate" or portfol~o which des-
cribes the positive achievements of their school career. 
'lhe pilot projects,  hc:Mever,  also faced same major difficulties in 
i.mplement.in;J  such new  approaches.  'Ihe first constramt was  t.ilne:  USl.IlCJ 
profiles and other methods m=ans  considerable extra work for the tea-
chers,  an:i the students.  'Ihe other was  averc::ami.n; possible prejudice - 43  -
against such new  assessment methods in the eyes of parents,  an:i,  even 
more,  employers.  'lbese problems form part of the general obstacles to 
wider dissemination an:i generalisation.  But the projects also argued 
that t.iJne  cxmstraints should be taken into account in the broader con-
text of a  more flexible organisation of the curriculum;  an:i they de-
m::mstrated locally that employers were willin; to use these forms  of 
assessment if approached an:i infonned in advance about them:  many con-
fumed that they fourxi  them more  infonnative than traditional school 
reports or examination results. 
"'Ihird-place" approaches 
A "third place" is somewhere which is neither school nor home.  By the 
pilot projects, this ter.m was used to describe a  place such as a  local 
1 centre  1  with an a'brosphere different from school,  which is more in-
fonnal  an:i not constrained by tllnetables,  or "stan::lards"  to be met; 
arxi which is also not submitted to parental control or other pressures 
in the family.  A  "third place" thus provides same basic advantages for 
work with disadvantaged YOI.lll3'  people,  who reject school or feel inti-
midated by it; an:i with those who do not fin:l support or facilities 
at home. 
A number of pilot projects applied the concept of the "third place" 
to provid:in:J  a  new  form of educational an:i guidance activities of var-
ious kin:ls,  designed to complement,  pupils  1  work at school or sort out 
problems enc::a.mtered there.  '!hey were also used for work with early 
drop-outs an:i Youn::J  unemployed.  'lhe cxmsiderable success,  in all cas-
es, of these approaches was largely attributed to the atmosphere of 
these places, which were easily accessible for infonnal. contact,  an:i 
which enabled action to be taken which provided a  faster response to 
in:lividual or group needs. 
'lhe "outreach centre" an:i the "work exploration centre" of the D.lblm 
Inner City project  (IRL 16)  have already been referred to in other 
parts of this report.  'lhe Berlin pilot project  (D  6)  provides two fur-
ther successful examples.  One is the "Youth an:i CUlture centre",  loca-- 44  -
ted in Kreuzberg,  an econcmically decli.n.in; inner-city area,  with 
about 70%  Turkish c:hildren amorqst the school population.  'Ihe centre 
enables whole classes from schools in the ne.ighbouJ:hood to spen::l a 
week on various kin:is of art activities. It uses pai.ntj.n;J,  lm.lS~C, 
theatre,  etc. ,  to stilm.ll.ate YOUI'X1  people's self-confidence,  to give 
them a  taste of success an:i to cope better with same of the socio-
economic disadvantages from which they suffer. 'Ihe centre has also 
became  an i.Irq;x:>rtant  platfom to facilitate c:onmu.mication between the 
Turkish an:i Gennan camnu.m.ities  52).  '!he other_ exanple l.S the resource 
place which the proJect provides,  in the neighbouJ:hood of one large 
school,  for Turkish girls.  Guidance activities, homework tutorirq and 
personal counselling are the main activities in it 53). 
In France,  a  s.ilnilarly successful innovation was started in Venissieux 
(F 10),  a  post-war suburb of Lyon with a  large immigrant population. 
'Ihe "Lieu a(p)p:ren:ire"  (a name  meanin:J  both "I..earnirx] place" am 
"Place for you to take ever")  was conceived to fight the high rate of 
school failure in the 11-16 age groups of YOUD3'  people.  'lhe small cen-
tre offers help with homework,  with learnin:] how to learn, personal 
counsellirq and.  advice.  Basically staffed,  each evenirq,  by teachers, 
it involved the local c:arnrm.mi. ty also in an active way,  i.e. parents, 
older students,  community workers an:i other people sharirq in the res-
ponsibility of helpinq YOUD;J  people cope with their educational, per-
sonal am social problems 54) • 
Another exanple can be fourx'i  in the printin:J-shop set up to help drug-
addicts in the Treviso Project (I 2la)  which also sucx:essfully c:xmlbin-
ed vocational teachinq with an informal,  therapeutic,  atmosphere. 
In all these projects the schools underlined that these "third places" 
made  an essential am positive contribution to help them tackle the 
problems of school failure an:i counter-balance the effects of mffer-
ent kinis of disadvantage.  '!he demands  on,  and requests for,  such cen-
tres have  steadily~  in the proJects.  More widespread use of the 
"thi.l:d place" philosophy is strongly advocated by them. - 45  -
In the Transition Programme,  work in these three areas of action (i.e. 
curriculum development,  assessment and the use of a  "third place11 )  was 
carrplemented by special efforts also in the guidance field.  'Ihe statu-
tory procedures and services are not always adequate to  ,  respond to the 
particular problems of young people who  face difficulties at school, 
drop out at the earliest convenience and are frequently scx:ially or 
otherwise disadvantaged.  'Ihe "youth team11  developed in Hvidcvre  (DK 
4) :  the  11contact teacher"  system of l~  general and vocational 
schools;  the "RAA11s  system operatin; in the Duisburg project  (D  8): 
and the local action groups and "transition tutors11  of the luxemburg 
project  (L  23)  - have all been described above in Section III.2 on 
guidance work. - 46-
4.  Preparin;J teachers for new tasks ani roles 
Teacher tra.inin:J ani re-tra.inin:J was  one of the priority areas in both 
Transition Programmes.  From the early 1980s,  the :i.Itpact of cier!o;Laphic 
change on the school systems was  already visible, with a  steady fall 
in the recruitment of new teachers in many  Member states. Hence the 
enphasis placed,  in the second Programme,  on in-senrice tra.inin:J,  re-
cognisin;J the fact,  that it is above all the existin;J teachi.n; force 
which will have to cope with a  :rn:anber  of dramatic changes which were 
less pronounced 'When  these teachers received their initial training. 
'lbere are basically two big challen:Jes \Yhi.ch  affect the tasks ani 
roles of teachers.  one is the need,  at all levels, to update subject 
kncMledge ani reflect the new  wisdom in subject-based teaclu..ng.  '!hough 
not new in any way,  this need is ncM mre ani 100re difficult to meet, 
given the pace ani carplexity of change in many  fields ani the concern 
about raisin; the stan:lards an:i  qual~ty of education,  let alone the 
ever-increasi.rq qualification demarrls of the labour market.  Probably 
llDSt existing in-senrice tra.inin:J is geared tcMards this objective. 
The other challen;e arises from grc:Mi.rq awareness of the problems 
which young people face in their transition from school to work and 
adult life, and the implications of these problems for their work at 
school.  Teachers are under much 100re pressure than in the past to pre-
pare students for active participation in the economic and social 
world,  many  i.nportant aspects of which do net traditionally form part 
of the life of the school 55). '!his is all the more difficult for the 
transition process itself bein;J subject to rapid change  (see Section 
n  of this report). 
Most teachers have not been specially trained to respond to this sec-
ond challen:Je. It involves a  change of attitudes and a  diversification 
of teachers  1  roles and tasks unparalleled in the past. Teachers are 
expected to be the organisers an:i facilitators of the learning pro-
cess, rather than the conveyors of k:J'nvledge.  They have to fulfil new - 47-
tasks in the guidance process.  '!bey 1lDJSt  becalre co-ordinators and li-
aison agents with the world outside school,  are increasin;Jly concerned 
with social, health and other problems of their students;  and have to  . 
l:ru.il.d  up new types of relationships with parents.  'Ihey are front-line 
operators in overccmin:;J  sex-stereotypes in education and widenin;J 
girls aspirations and choices. In short,  teachers are - rightly -seen 
as the key agents of c.banJe  in the education system,  but far too often 
workin;:l  un::ier rigid constraints,  such as regulations on school organ!-
sation and tilnetablin;J,  financial inflexibility, lack of basic support 
facilities and inadequate corx:iitions of service. 
staff development related to this 11transition11  aspect of in-service 
train.irg was  an explicit or ilnplicit objective in al.IIost all pilot 
projects of the second. P.rogramme.  'Ihe projects  1  work was hatlever not 
concerned with statutocy provision of in-service trai.n.inJ generally 
in the system, wch is considered in another recent study of the Com-
mission 56).  'Ihey concentrated on initiatives wch could be taken by 
individual schools,  or groups of them,  and on activities at a  local 
level. 'lhis experience can be summarised un::ier three main aspects,  or 
strategies, which are considered belCM 57) • 
Providim contact with the outside world 
Most activities carried. out in the pilot projects, 'Whether as part of 
the fo:nnal  curriculum or not, were aimed at openin; the school up to 
its environment - the perJaClin:J theme of the whole P.rogramme.  'lhe ex-
perience of many  teachers was that gettin:;J directly involved. in as 
many aspects of these activities as possible itself made  a  crucial 
contribution to their training.  For them planni.n;,  ilnplementin;J and 
evaluatin;J a  project,  a mini  -entel:prise or work experience programme 
provided ilnportant, practical 1~  opportimitJ.es. 
'!he projects hatlever urderlined the ilnport.ance of two conditions for 
successful exploitation of this training resource:  teachers need to 
be motivated for active participation,  and they need opportunities to 
carrpare,  and reflect on,  their experience with colleagues and other - 48-
professional partners.  'Ihe fo:mation of teacher groups,  involving tea-
chers concerned with similar probleJTIS  and 'Where possible experts from 
outside,  or the use of class-council meetin;s for these purposes,  has 
been a  valuable "trai.nin;" instrument in a  large number of pilot pro-
jects. 
Beyond this general strategy of learning by doing,  same pilot projects 
took specific action to put teachers in contact with the world of work 
ani the COil1!llLli'lity  in their local area. In Aalbo:rg  (DK  3)  a  special 
course was  developed,  involving intensive visits to work places in in-
dustry, to help class-teachers prepare and run the new  work experience 
programmes for students in the three last years of ccrtpU.lsocy school. 
'!he D.Itch project in Zeeland  (NL  24}  piloted, with great success,  a 
work experience scheme for teachers from lower secon:ia:ry vocational 
schools. It also involved teachers of careers education and social 
studies from general secon:ia:ry education.  'lhe scheme provides for 
short plao:ments  (3  days)  in finns and it is ncM proposed to spread 
it to all parts of the Ne~lands 58).  'Ihe countryw1.de Greek SEP  pro-
ject  (GR  13)  was  similarly successful with its fl.eld experience pro-
gramme  for guidance teachers.  'Ihe project developed a  5-m::mt:hs  course 
to train teachers fram 19 areas of Greece for guidance tasks in their 
schools.  'Ihe fifth month of this course was entl.rely spent on "field-
work",  i.e. visits ani contacts to local in:iustries, meeting with tea-
chers and people from the local cx::m.um.mity  etc., in the areas in which 
these new  guidance teachers would have to operate 59) .  In Kortrijk 
(B  2)  teachers of the technical inst1.tute were seconded for several 
m::mths to in:iustrial fllltlS,  as part of their in-service trai.nin;. 
To prepare these various types of field experience,  lectures and  semi-
nars were organised for the teachers,  involving expert input from out-
side professl.onals.  Seminars and workshops  fonnerl the starting point 
in all Italian pilot projects for llTlplementing their "ter:ntorl.o" app-
roach  (see III.  2) •  Addressed by economists and people from in:iustcy 
and camrnerce,  these seminars offered a  broadly based mtroduction to 
the thematic focus vmich each project had chosen,  reflecting the pri-
orl.ties ani the potential for economic growth in the respective pro-- 49  -
ject areas:  the development of tourism,  in calabria  (I l9a)  am Sas-
sari (I l9b): the development of small am medium-size Wustrj in the 
tertiary sector,  through better administrative organisation ani man-' 
agement,  in Val d 'Elsa  (I 20a)  am Vit.erl:lo  (I 20b) ;  agriculture am 
food process.in:J in:lustries,  in Treviso  (I 2la)  arrl Avellino  (I 2lb); 
arrl the use of advanced technologies, particularly with regard to 
small enterprises,  in Modena  (I 22a)  arrl Biella (I 22b).  The seminars 
helped teachers fini out mre about their own  region am provided. 
opportunities for joint preparation of practical projects,  C~Jrriculum 
material arrl teacher guidebooks for use in the projects'  schools.  They 
had also great value in br.in:Jin; together teachers from general arrl 
vocational schools  (from both ccmpul.socy arrl post-compulsocy educa-
tion). 
Develop.in:J  infonnation and working links between teachers from differ-
ent types of schools,  especially between those from general arrl voca-
tional education,  was generally seen as an i.nportant source for staff 
development arrl,  iniirectly,  for contact with the world of work.  As 
described in the precedi.rg parts of this report,  a  number of projects 
1llad.e  extensive use of these opportunities,  e.g.  in Mannheim  (D  5), 
D..1isburg  (D  B),  Veni.ssieux  (F 10)  arrl castle:nilk  (UK 28).  The teacher 
circles set up in the st. Ghislain proJect  (B 1)  brought together not 
only teachers from various sectors and levels of education,  but also 
from schools of the different "reseaux'',  i.e. the state,  ccmmnmal  and 
private systems - a  unique development in Belgium.  Inter-school semi-
nars arrl working groups were also used. in the Northern Irelan::! curri-
culum review project and in Powys  (UK 29)  as one of the main instru-
nents for in-service tr"ainirq. 
A particularly interestin; conprehensive in-service course to prepare 
teachers for their new tasks in "transition" education was  developed 
in Kassel  (D  7),  cambinin; a  number of the methods described above. 
It was  addressed. to teachers from general and vocational schools,  arrl 
was mainly aimed at strengthening their guidance skills.  (See III.2 
an::l  Innovations No.6) • - 50 -
Innovative action as trainin:I experience 
. Participation in a  pilot project,  such as those in the Transition P.ro-
graii!Il¥:!,  is itself a  major leamin:3' experience for many teachers.  But 
apart from such comprehensive initiatives,  any innovatJ.ve action of 
a  less complex type can provide a  stilllulat.irg framework for staff de-
velopment.  In this context, the tenn innovation does not necessarily 
refer to developments which are new  in a  global sense,  i.e. affect the 
'Whole  system of education or parts of it. All types of initiatives, 
or projects,  which introduce a  new  aspect or experience into the life 
of an individual school can have this effect, if they actively mvolve 
the teachers an:i are supported by the school management. 
, '!he pilot projects of the Transition Prograimtv: saw the training poten-
tial of innovative action to be in the new  types of activity involved, 
but above all in the climate an:i conditions which an innovation offers 
for staff development. It creates a  context in which new  objectives 
are bei.rq defined in cxmunon;  it sensitises colleagues to give each 
other support an:i exc::han;e experience;  an:i it provides same continuity 
of stiJnul.us an:i support,  CNer  a  period of weeks,  m::mths or years,  de-
perxiin; on the scale an:i targets of the innovative proJect. 
In the pilot projects,  such positive effects appeared,  or were actual-
ly i.nte.rded,  in a  number of specific activities.  '1\oJo  fields of action, 
however,  seem to offer particular pot.enbal,  because they concern,  ex-
plicitly or implicitly, many  aspects of the schools  • work.  'Ihe first 
is curriculum review in a  broad sense,  incll.ldin; content as well as 
style an:i methods of delivery.  School self-review of this kin:i was the 
main strategy successfully developed with 18  schools in Northern Ire-
lan::l by the TRAWL  project  (UK  26),  other projects worked on similar 
lines. In Manchester  (UK 27),  for instance,  \Yhere the main emphasis 
was on alternative curriculum strategies,  teams of teachers were 
brought together in residential  (weekerxi)  meetin;s,  as a  device to 
crystallise the experience of their project schools on selected the 
mes.  'Ihese meetings produced materials for use in staff development 
activities. The proce::iure solved a  problem felt by many  schools in the -51-
project,  namely heM to identify the key factors for success in an 
innovation,  ard express ard record them in a  fonn in which they can 
be transmitted to a  wider audience 60) • 
In a  French project  (F  ll), schools were asked to review the content 
of their text-books ard teach:in; materials for evidence of sex-stereo-
typi.n;.  In one of the project regions,  the "Academie"  (i.e. education-
al district)  of Rennes,  this had stimulated both the participation in, 
ard success of,  special trai.nin; events.  A series of short workshops 
was  launched as part of a  regional programme for heads of schools, 
trainers of teachers ard for mixed groups of guidance counsellors, 
teachers,  school administrators ard parents, to raise their awareness 
ard encourage positive action with regard to wid.eni.n;J the choices made 
by  girls 61).  Further examples  from a  number of other pJ.lot projects 
confim the training impact which can be obtained from involvin; tea-
chers in an active way  in curriculum review ard development. 
'!he other field of innovative action which can generate a  particularly 
wide ran;Je of trai.nin; effects is related to work on alternative or 
camplemental:y methods of assessment.  "concentration on assessment en-
courages a  re-appraisal of every aspect of a  school's aims,  curricu-
lum,  methodology,  organisation,  staffin;, ard its relationship with 
parents ard the CCII'l'lll'D.llty at large. As such it can be exhilaratin;, 
challerqi.n; or disruptive, de~  on the abil1ty of the institut1or 
to cope with the conclusions which emerge".  '!his quotation from a 
report on assessment in secorDary schools in Manchester applies in 
particular to the situation in the United Kirr:Jdam,  where - ccmpared 
with many  other education systems in the European Ccmmllnity - local 
authorities ard individual schools have nore autonomy in curriculum 
matters; hence the i.n;xJrtance attached to assessment issues,  ard to 
match.irq the assessment process with the requirements of externally-
.  validated certification.  '!he Manchester pJ.lot project denonstrated, 
in:ieed,  the furxlamental  changes called for on the part of teachers, 
especially as regards their attitudes to low-attairu.ng pupils,  when 
they were asked to design suitable units of work ard appropriate 
assessment methods for these students.  This process helped to expose - 52  -
unrealistic teacher expectations ani to identify trainin:] needs. 
&It such outcomes were not only stressed in the United Ki.n;;dom,  simi-
lar effects were also foun:i in Ireland. Ard m  those Member  states' 
where curricula,  ard criteria for controllin;J the pupils'  lea.rni.n; 
precess, are estal::llished centrally arxi thus lllllit the scope for inno-
vative action by the in:iividual school,  some  projects broke new ground 
in this particular field.  'Ihere,  the need to take a  fresh look at 
assessment practices, ani teachers  1  attitudes to them,  emerged with 
regard to the exi.st.in; curriculum,  and  was  met without affecting' its 
overall structure. Where,  as for i.nstance in  Veniss~eux (F 10), pro-
jects used the flexibility they had in curriculum delivery to set 
achievable targets for their students,  rather than g~vin;J priority to 
defen:llnq  11stan::la.rds",  teachers felt they learned a  great deal about 
the needs of their pupils. 
Teachers sharing students  1  experience 
Teachers can also pick up trai.rti.n; for transition education by learn-
in; alongside their students. In the Transition Programme,  many  teach-
ers un:ierlined the trai.rti.n; benefits to themselves of activities in-
volvin; them in joint lea.rni.n; with their students - even if they only 
realised this afterwards.  'lhese opportunines are,  however,  nostly un-
exploited as a  source of staff development.  one  reason is that such 
trai.rti.n; outoames often emerge as an unexpected "by-product",  are dif-
ficult to predict,  and therefore cannot be plarmed in detail into the 
design of the activity or lea.rni.n; situation.  Work  in the pilot p~ 
jects identified or confi.nned different types of joint action ani ex-
perience which clearly have this potentl.a1 an:i lerxi themselves to 
staff development. 
Quite a  lot of the practical activities iru.tJ.ated in the Programme put 
teachers in roles in \Vhi.ch  they were no lorger the expert or source 
of infonnat~on, but closer to the s~tuanon of the student,  bel.I'lg pre-
sented with the task of solving a  problem an:i havl.I'lg to work out Ml.at 
to do.  Enterprise schemes,  project work,  practical "design and make" -53-54-
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tasks,  an:i many others,  can produce this situation.  By puttin:] the 
teacher in a  non-traditional role in relation to students,  these acti-
vities illustrate an:i "teach" that role. In Aalborg  (DK 3),  one of 
many exanples,  this method was used to raise class teachers  1  awareness 
of sex-sterotypes,  an:i to help them develop an:i run prograrmnes  for 
student -work  experience which reflected such awareness. 
In many projects, residential experience shared by teachers an:i their 
class, or study-visits,  incl\ldin1 those to other camtries,  confinned 
their value for staff development,  apart from the very positive ilnpact 
on students  1  personal an:i social campetences.  Teachers  foun::l  out rore 
about their students,  discovered new  qualities in them,  and learned 
to develop a  relationship with them as YO\JI'¥;J  adults.  Similarly posi-
tive experience was  also derived from "third place" situations,  as 
described in Section III.3 of this report. Joint work in such informal 
sett:i.n3s helps to rem::we  barriers to different ki.nds  of interactl.on 
between student and teacher. It provides an opportunity for teachers 
to tJ:y out new  roles for themselves,  in a  situation away  from the 
structured an:i exposed corditions of the school. 
Institutional development:  All pilot projects stressed that staff de-
velopment is inseparable from institutional development.  Schools face 
the chan;Jes and new  deman:ls  just as IlUlCh  as in1ividual teachers. In-
service training must therefore be planned as part of the development 
of the school itself. School-based training initiatives,  includi.n';J the 
options described above,  were seen as essential complements to IrOre 
fonnal.ly structured provision,  e.g. that offered by teacher training 
centres.  '!he creation, at the level of each in1ividual school,  of same 
special co-ordination capacity  (e.g.  introducin:] a  "staff development" 
officer)  in same projects proved of great value for mobilising,  in an 
active way,  all the possible resources an:i methods for in-service tr-
ai.nirg,  an:i involvin:] the 'Whole  staff, or large numbers of them,  in 
it. - 55 -
IV.  Conclusions:  policy messages ani priority areas for further 
development in the transition field 
'lhe Transition Programme was,  accordin;J to the 1982  Resolution,  set up 
as a  tool for policy development.  '!his :ueant that it provided a  privi-
leged :framework for innovation ani pilot action,  involvirx; in many  ca-
ses some  alteration or re-negotiation of the existirx; division of res-
ponsibility between national ani local, or local ani institutional, 
authority,  ani considerable freedom for experimental work.  It also iln-
plied an expectation that the pilot projects should generate new  in-
sights, but also a  recognition that not all their outcames will neces-
sarily be generally applicable. 
Generally, pilot projects are used for policy development in different 
ways.  '!hey can be set up to fulfil: 
•  a  stililulation ani demonstration role. In this sense projects are 
i.ntenied to nmction as a  1'm:x:lel11 ,  explorirx; ani illustratirx; al  terna-
tive routes to meetirx; specific educational needs ani influencirx; oth-
er institutions in the same  or similar directions; 
•  an experimental role. '!here the expectation is that the experience 
arxi results of pilot projects will provide policy-makers with relevant 
info:cnation to decide on a  particular issue; 
•  an implementation nmction,  i.e. to start the process of givirx; 
practical effect to some  nationally- (or regionally-)  approved policy 
or thematic priority. 
All three types were present in the Transition Programme.  At this 
stage,  \oJh.en  the projects have just reached the erx:l  of their pilot per-
iod, it appears to be premature to make finn statements about how,  ani 
to what extent,  they have,  in:tividually or collectively,  influenced 
or confirmed national policies  (though their local effects are quite - 56  -
evident in many cases).  'Ihl.s will have to be left to evaluation by 
each Member state 62) •  'nleir subsequent iltp.ct on policy (at lcx::al, 
national and  Cc:mum.mity  level)  de:pen::ls  on heM they are assessed,  what 
lessons are drawn,  and whether and how  thel.r work is followed up,  in 
future agen:ias for action. 
But clearly the projects have yielded both process ch.an;Jes  (i.e.  chan-
ges to people, to teach.in; methods or institutional roles)  and pro-
ducts  (such as te.a.chin;;J materials,  new curricula,  new  certif~cates 
etc.) •  In this last section same of the main conclusions are therefore 
I 
listed not only concerni.n;J follow-up in in:iividual Member States but 
also at camm.mi.ty  level.  They are fonmllated from analysis of the evi-
dence from the projects' work descr.i.bed  m  Section III of this report. 
'!hey include same  general guidelines for action,  as well as references 
to the nee:i for further a~on  in specific areas. -57-
1.  General guidelines for action 
Develooim co-operation and partnerslup 
'Ihe need for IOClre  interactive co-operation between schools and their 
local partners outside - incll..ldin; :industl:y,  the local canummity,  and 
educational and youth services of various kirrls - was perllaps the str-
on;est sti.nullus and "leit:notif" in the majority of pilot projects. It 
pervaded :nost of their activities in all fields of action.  '!he experi-
ence of the projects forcefully illustrated heM,  through co-operation 
and poolin;J of resources,  a  wider rarge of learni.n; opportunities can 
be ll'Qbilised,  and IOClre  flexible responses can be offered, to meet in-
dividual and collective local needs.  In the language of the Programme 
this was  called the "district approach". 
Policies for transition must put IOClre  explicit enphasis on developing 
a  co-operative dimension to the work of all schools concerned with 
this particular stage of secondary education.  'lhey should stilmllate 
a  sense of shared responsibility between all those who  are,  or should 
be,  involved in facilitatin;r the transition of YO\.ID3'  people,  particu-
larly at the local or regional level.  For further development three 
main aspects seem  ilrp:>rtant: 
•  First, new policies must constantly challerge the belief, still 
widespread am:mgst schools, that they are surrourxied by legal and ad-
ministrative :barriers, which severely or totally inpede theJI scope 
for co-operation.  Schools and teachers must be encouraged to be more 
entrepreneurial in outlook; to be less pre-occ::upied with the extent 
of the impossible or the fomi.dden and to exploit actively and to 
their limits the possible and the permissible.  Heads have a vital role 
to play in encouragin; this chan:]e of attitude.  'lhe administration can 
provide incentives and rewards to stilmll.ate it. 
•  Secorxlly,  it is ilrp:>rtant that schools have greater flexibility - 58 -
and mre autonamy in plann.in3"  and fulfillin; their tasks.  Co-operation 
requires time,  for internal co-ordination,  for pla.nnin;J and discus-
sion,  and practice. It requires flexible and varied fonns of interac-
tion and excharx}e,  and the sharing of tasks.  Schools should be giv~ 
positive encouragement to respord mre directly to local needs,  to 
develop their role in the market-place,  and to project their attrac-
tiveness to potential partners. 'Ibis could include the provision of 
special staff-trainin:l programmes  tuned to local or regional develop-
ments,  o:111t:ract  "WOrk  for local partners,  or offerirg the use of infra-
structure and equipment to people and institutions in the local cammu-
nity. 
•  Finally, the new policies should foster organic and On::Joing  rela-
tionships between the "WOrld  of education and the world of work in as 
many  fields as possible.  Links between schools and .i.n:iustryjcc:mummity 
need. to go further than contacts which are incidental to specific pro-
jects or sirgle events.  Schools and t.rai.ni.n] institutions should be 
urged by their authorities to explore the full rarge of possibilities 
for co-operation with external partners in their local area.  In doing 
so, they should seek the co-operation of both employers an::i  trade un-
ions.  Experience in the pilot projects shCMS  that links with the trade 
unions are rare,  and difficult to maintain.  'Ihe appropriate authori-
ties should therefore stimulate initiatives which bring together sch-
ools and the social partners at the local or regional level,  and 
should appeal to both sides of .i.n:1ustry to offer their active support. 
'lhese aspects should be given particular attention in the dissemina-
tion and wider implementation of outcxmJes  from the Transition Program-
me.  '!hey are important factors for success in crea.tirg the clilnate and 
capacity,  in sd'lcols and t.rai.ni.n] institutes, to co-operate with part-
ners in the local or regional environment. 
Ilt!proV'i.rq the management of change and reinforcing the dissemination 
of innovation 
All education systems in the Ccmununi.ty  face S'trorx3"  pressures to adapt - 59  -
to, prepare for,  or even help to stirm.llate an:i direct econanu.c  an:i 
technological chan;Je.  But generally their response is slow,  an:i fre-
quently lags behind developments.  Too often inertial forces prevail 
over innovative practice, both at administrative level an:i within 
i.n:lividual education institutions. 
Further development work in the transition field should therefore be 
coupled with a  deliberate policy to st:ren;then the capacity of the 
systems,  an:i of the i.n:lividual institutions in it, to manage chan;Je, 
and explore and disseminate transferable experience. 
one  :inportant strategy to achieve this should be the wider use of pi-
lot projects. 'lheir role is not limited to the development an:i testin;J 
of new approaches.  'Ihey also have a  signi.ficant demonstration func-
tion,  providin;J illustrative JDC'Xlels  an:i encouragement to stirm.llate the 
mainstream development of education systems.  Experience from the Tran-
sition Programme pomts to the cx:mclusion that this potential is in 
man,y  cases urrler-exploited,  and llll:lerlines the value of feedback bet-
ween pilot projects,  authorities and policy-makers. It also demonstra-
tes the need for a  clear dissemination strategy to be bull  t  into the 
design of each pilot project from its beginn.i.n;;. 
A  number of approaches proved effective in the Programme: 
•  Generatin; a  snowball effect, i.e. startirq with a  limited number 
of project schools an:i gradually associatin;J others,  as and when inno-
vative action in the "lead"-institutions started to show success -
e.g.  in Gennany  (D  S,  D 6,  D 8),  France  (F 9,  F  11), the Netherlan::is 
(NL 24,  NL 25) ,  and the United I<in3dom  (UK 27,  UK  30) • 
A  similar effect resulted from the planned process of cross-European 
interaction within the Programme.  Initial contacts between projects 
from different Member states developed into continuous,  bilateral an:i 
multi  -lateral work.irq relationships, providi.rq an operational frame-
work for the transfer of experience between projects from different 
parts of the Ccmrmmity  63) • - 60  -
•  Gradual pooli.n:] of experience:  dJ.fferent proJects  (or separate 
"units" of a  la:rge project), worldn] on a  c:::c:nmt¥:)n  theme or problem, 
were regularly brought together to c:::cmpare  Ireth.cxls  an:i outcomes of 
their work,  as a  means  to strengthen mutual support an:i the exploita-
tion of experience,  an:i the JOint production of materials for wider 
dissemination  (e.g.  the F  1.1  project). 
'!he series of thematic workshops,  organised at Ccrnnumity level for 
leaders an:i staff of the pilot projects,  also served this purpose. 
•  launclli.n; pilot projects as part of a  wider  (national)  plan or 
programme.  '!here were many  exanples in the Transition Programme:  the 
Flemish project  (B  2)  fonned part of the government's programme to de-
velop new  forms of part-time educatiOI'\Itra.inin;;r;  the Venissieux pro-
ject (F 10)  was  involved in the national plan for the renovation of 
"colleges"  (curriculum change in general secon::laJ::y  schools),  as well 
as part of a  la:rge-scale programme to introduce new  experimental clas-
ses for low-attaining pupils; the LINK project  (GR  15)  was  part of a 
wider programme in Greece to introduce a  new  type of upper secon:lary 
school; the r::utch School Errployment Liaison Centres  ( 11CDAs11 ,  NL  24  an:i 
NL  25)  an:i the "low-attainers" projects in Manchester  (UK  27)  an:i Nor-
thanpton  (UK  30)  were part of a  wider national initiative. Pilot pro-
jects in such situations have,  or should have,  a  ready-made ta:rget au-
dience for the dissemination of their jnnovative outcames. 
•  Usin;J inp.It from pilot projects for teacher trai.nin:; an:i staff de-
velopment.  In-sel:Vice tra.inin;;r pro;rammes provide the ideal vehicle 
to transport new concepts an:i experience.  Many pilot projects used, 
or created,  opportunities to present their approaches  an:i outcames to 
a  la:rger l'1\lntler of teachers in thel.r local area or region,  not only 
at the erxl but also durin; the course of their pilot period. 
•  Disseminati.n; the products of pilot projects,  an:i not only  rep-
orts, through print an:i audio-visual media.  A number of "packages" 
(e.g.  teaching materials, whole course prcgrammes,  handbooks an:i 
guidelines)  were produced in the Transition Programme for use by tea-- 61  -
chers,  counsellors ani other staff within ani outside the projects. 
At European level, this was parallele:i by the attempt to identify ma-
jor projects  1  responses to questions of central significance across 
the Member states, ani to describe them in tenns which were not con-
text-specific,  ani therefore could be related to the readers'  CMn cir-
cumstances nore easily  (c. f.  the series of "Innovations") • 
COmbinations of these approaches to disse:mination should fom an inte-
gral part in the design of future pilot projects  (whether Member State 
or Ccmmunity initiatives), to exploit mre fully their potential as 
stinn.ll.ators of c.harr:]e.  Countries or regions,  which do not have a  tra-
dition, or expertise, of pilot project \<v'Ork  should be given assist-
ance,  by the Ccmmunity,  for this purpose. 
art over ani above the use of pilot projects,  which can only affect 
a  limited number of schools and pupils in each countJ::y,  broader stra-
tegl.es are needed to enhance the capacity for contmuous development 
ani l.Ill'lOVa.tion  in all parts of the school ani training system.  All 
schools should be invol  ve:i ~  development work,  of same  ki.rxi.  Policies 
concerned with staff,  school-management ani curriculum organisation 
should be reviewe:i with regard to: 
•  offer~  teachers m:>re  time for irmovative work ani encouraging 
school heads to support it; 
•  p~  the concept of school-centred self-review ani provi~ 
the methodology ani "tools" for it; 
o  facilitatin:] teachers  1  access to exteJ::nal resources  {through sti-
mulati.n; contact with other schools,  firms,  local comrm.mity;  ani the 
use of exteJ::nal resource persons in the school); 
e  p~  the idea of "school projects" which set specific targets 
for school-ilrprovement ani involve the whole staff (e.g.  "reducing the 
number of drop-outs by x%  this year") • 
Offering the schools the means to appoint a  special co-ordinator for 
innovative curriculum action  (acting as a  liaison agent ani resource - 62-
person),  as practised with great success in Manchester  (UK  27),  can 
also provide a  key to intrcduci.rq a  pennanent stinull.us to c.han:]e  am 
innovation at the level of the individual institution 64) • 
It is essential that strategies to reinforce innovative capacity focus 
st.rorgly on the local potential,  recogni.s.irq that responsibilities for 
implementation lie at that level, am  stress.irq that central support 
should be matched with local/reqional resources ani development.  Act-
ual needs vary between different areas,  ard m::IDilisation ard pool.irq 
of resources for c::h.arqe  deperd on local cammi:bnent am  mi.tiative. 'lhe 
innovative force of co-ordi.nate:i local action is demonstrate:i,  for in-
stance, in Manchester,  where the pilot project  (UK  27)  played an ac-
tive part in a  city-wide programme to prcm::rt:.e  gender equality activi-
ties in schools,  colleges ani the education administration 65) • - 63-
2 •  Specific gro.vt:h.  areas for action 
From the outcomes of the Tl:qnsition Programme,  it is also possible to 
identify a  m.nnber  of ItDre specific directions for further development 
m  Member states  •  education systems. 
It would be wron:;J to see such proposals as supersedin;J or displacin:J 
the policies for transition mich emerged at the end of the first 
Transition Programme,  five years ago.  'Ihese new  suggestions are,  on 
the contral:y  I  further developments Of those policy ideas  I  in response 
to recent new  de:man::ls  on education an:l traini.rq an:l reflectin;J a  fur-
ther four years  I  experience in the Secorrl Programme IS pilot projects  o 
'1hey are grouped below in a  fom \-w'hich  follows closely the analysis 
and structure of the report. 
Links between school arrl the world of work 
'lhe main recommendations in this broad an:l inportant area are as fol-
lows: 
•  action should be taken at all levels  (  CfnmtU.lni ty,  national,  local) , 
to exploit the un:ierstardin;J gained in the Programme  on the successful 
fonnation an:l use of school-irxrustry link.irq,  to create dynamic part-
nerships,  especially in the new  technologies field,  between finns and 
schools; 
•  in developin:J schemes  for the effective use of work experience as 
part of the curriculmn and the gw.dance process in schools,  education 
authorities should build on the experience gained in the Programme of 
usilq a  phased,  or sequential,  approach designed to reflect and meet 
the different objectives in the educational process to \-w'hich  work ex-
perience can contribute; 
•  action should be taken at national an::l other levels to engage in-
dustrial an:l business finns of all kin:ls an:l sizes in the development - 64-
of schemes of enterprise education; 
•  trade union organisations should be urged to review their partici-
patJ.on in school-i.n:iust:J::y linki.n; activities in the ll.ght of the posi-
tive experience in same countries reJ;X>rted  in the Progranure; 
•  education authorities at regional/local level should consider the 
nee::l  for linkin:;r mechanisms/staff,  to work at institutional or local 
area level, to develop an:i maintain links an:i co-operative activities 
between schools an:i the world of industry; 
•  in areas with specific economic problems,  e.g.  J.n rural and spar-
sely-populated areas,  or those with decli.nin:] in::lustries,  the appro-
priate national or regional authorities should take actl.on to brJ.I:g 
together educational,  t.raini.n; arx1  economic development,  so as to 
forge two-way co-operation aimed at maxi.ml..sing the contribution of 
COIIpllsory education arx1 vocational trainJ.n::; to local economic nee:is, 
arxi the support of local econaml.C organisatl.ons for the education a.rrl 
t.raini.n; process. 
Provision of coherent and continuous guidance 
To enable schools to play the m:::>re  active arxi fuller role in the guid-
ance process described in the reJ;X>rt,  the following set of connected 
actions are called for: 
o  the guidance functl.on in the school should be clearly assigned, 
either to appropriate subject teachers or to guidance specialists, or 
both:  schools should review the contriliution made to the guidance pro-
cess by all their activities,  as part of their ongomg process of in-
ternal development arrl self-review:  each school should,  as a  result, 
be able to define its approach to :meeting pupils'  guidance needs,  in 
a  way which pl:'OitOtes  co-operation with others concerned in the pro-
cess,  whether fonnally or infonnally,  such as parents,  other guidance 
agencies,  a.rrl the young people thernsel  ves  i - 65  -
•  education ani other authorities  1  policies for the provision of 
specialist guidance staff should be co-ordinated ard take account of 
the benefits to be derived from havirg specialist guidance staff with 
a  dual responsibility, partly in the school ani partly in the local 
community; 
•  appropriate training should be provided to equip all staff for 
their guidance responsibilitJ.es; 
•  schools should be given responsibility,  backed by specialist staff 
or resources, to follow up all school-leavers by means  of a  stated. 
mi.ninu.Im  number of contacts over a  period of 2  years after they have 
left school  i 
•  local,  CCillliiiLD1i.ty-based,  se:rvices with guidance,  training ani rela-
ted responsibilities for ye>t.m;J  people should be gJ.ven  an explicit re-
mit to make active contact with each other to develop co-operation and 
co-ordinate their contact with young people m  theJ.r area. 
Reducirx:r  school failure arrl early drop-out 
Further development of policies for transition must ensure that high 
priority continues to be given to supportin;J those young people who, 
by traditional stan:Jards,  experience little success at school ani to 
those at risk of early drop-out.  'lhree main recammen::lations  emerge 
from the 'lransition Programme: 
•  SChools should be encouraged,  an::l helped,  to review their curricu-
lum arrangements for their weakest pupils;  an::1  the necessazy freedom 
should be secured for them to organise learningjteaching activities 
appropriate to such pupils  1  needs; 
e  such reviews should pay particular attention to the content and 
style, of the curriculum,  and methods of assessment,  so that the full 
ranJe of abilities and achievements are given proper recognition; - 66  -
•  education authorities should consider the :potential contribution 
of m:xiular curriculum structure,  leami.n;J through practical experi-
ence,  personal tutorJ.n3' and intensified gw.dance help,  and the provi-
sion of facilities outside the school which have a  remedial education,/ 
t.ral.rri.rq character,  in order to sustain,  enhance or restore Il'Otivation 
in such pupils and thereby enable them to obtaJ.n recogru.sed certifica-
tion; 
•  education authorities should further consider \IJh.ether certifica-
tion systems need to be adapted or extended so as to ensure that for-
mal recognition is given to the aclu.evements of all pupils on the work 
they do at school. 
In-service training for teachers.  and school development 
A number of practical proposals can be J.dentified from the experience 
of the 'l'ransition Programme to use a  wider rarqe of opportunities for 
in-serv~ce trai.nin;,  and to strengthen its effectiveness by making it 
more  respons~  ve to the needs of J.n:lJ.  vidual schools and matchi.n:J it 
with institutional development: 
•  schools should be urged by their authorities to identify on a  reg-
ular basis, their needs for staff trai.ru.n:;,  and should be encouraged 
to suggest,  or design,  trai.nin; programmes  acx::ordingly.  All teachers 
should be assure:i in-service trai.nin; pericxis,  addiig up to at least 
two weeks per year,  which can be used flexibly to meet these needs; 
•  school-ba.sai in-service trai.nin; should draw explicitly on the 
trai.nin; :potential of innovative action an:i development work within 
m::iividllal schools,  especially on all act.J.v~ties involvin;' contact and 
co-operation with the outside world.  In particular, more extended 
opport:uru.ties need to be  prov~ded for teachers to gam pract~cal ex-
perience outside the education system; 
•  special provision needs to be made to prepare teachers for speci-
fic new roles they have to fulfil in the guidance process,  in develop-- 67-
fn1  ani co-ordinatinl new  fonns of teachin;J ani leanlln;J in the scho-
ol,  in developfn1 or applyfn1 new  methods of assessnvmt,  arxi in invol-
vfn1 all parents actively in support of their CMI'l  chi..ldren  1 s  educa-
, 
tion; 
•  education authorities at the local level should arran:Je for on:Jo-
inl, task-oriente1 worki.n;J  contacts between teachers from different 
types of schools,  in particular between general ani vocational educa-
tion,  so as to strengthen curriculum continuity ani to reuse awareness 
of local traini.rq opportuni.  ties on the part of secon::lal:y schools. 
Positive action to prcil'Dte gerder equality for girls ani youn:,;r  women 
in transition 
Policies for gerx1er equality in education ani training must be based 
on clear ani specific statements about positive action to be taken m 
the different areas of the school  1s  work,  including subject and curri-
culum provision,  classroom management,  careers guidance,  home-school 
liaison ani staff development. It is essential that responsibility to 
counteract sex-stereotypin;r is perceived 'to be their concern by all 
teachers ani not just by  a  few members of a  school  1 s  staff. Experi-
ence from the Transition Programme  c:onf.ir.ms  the need for mtervention 
at different levels: 
•  Each school should be requested ani encouraged to develop an ope-
rational plan of action to raise awareness am:mgst teachers,  students 
ani their parents of the limitations iirq;x>sed  by geroer stereotypfn1; 
ani to review ani chan:Je the practice of teachin;J ani leami.n;,  ani 
of the guidance work in schools,  in order to widen the rarge of sub-
ject ani vocational choices for girls. 
•  Local ani regional education authorities should stilnulate and fa-
cilitate joint action ani exchange of experience between schools in 
their area,  so as to prcn¥:lte  aoongst them a  sense of initiative ani 
Im.Itual  support with regard to tackling issues of gerx1er equality.  Edu-
cation authorities should also be urged to co-operate with other rele-
vant sectors of public administration,  ani with liXlustry,  trade unions - 68  -
and other bodies in the  lcx::al/reg~onal area,  in order to develop and 
:ilrple:ment  a  concerted approach to open.in::J  up broader perspectives in 
education,  t.ra.i.ning and errq::lloyment  to YOl.li'¥1  women,  and to secure their 
acx::ess  to opportunines, which are traditionally taken up by youn; 
Inen. 
•  Special efforts are required to m::>nitor the effects of policies 
aimad at prc:moting gender equality.  Different types of i.ntenrention 
and positive action are needed to overcome gerder-stereotyp and to 
c:harge ccnwentianal patterns of behav~our.  'Ihe~ inpact has to be con-
tinuously reviewed in order to adjust policies 'Where necessary,  and 
to develop guidelines for the combination of strategies which have 
proved successful. Practical provision should therefore be made,  at 
national and regional/lcx::al levels  1  for the evaluation of measures 
taken to ensure equality of opportunity  1  for the dissemination of 
positive ~ience, and to identify priority areas in which further 
development work and experimentation is nee:ied. 
Initiatives to enhance participation and  active support by parents 
Education authorities and secorx:laJ:y schools should revierw their policy 
and practice in order to reflect m:Jre  closely the fell~  objecti-
ves: 
•  an active partnership between school and parents  1  reflected in 
practical arrangements for receivi..r¥;r parents on the school premises  1 
attractive and infonnative p.lblished material  (includinq video)  for 
parents about the school's programmes,  and social as well as profes-
sional occasions for teacher-parent contact; 
•  the active involvement of parents in the guidance process; 
•  schools  1  use of parents as resource-persons to support learning 
activities in the curriculum,lguidance process,  in the school and the 
camnu.mi.ty; - 69-
•  the development of parents associations,  with appropriate finan-
cial/technical support,  to play an active role in support of the sch-
ool vis-a-vis parents an:i the local comrmmity. 
Authorities should provide or secure the provision of tralni.ng to en-
able headteachers,  teachers,  an:i parents to co-operate in these ways. 
Co-operation strategies at Conununity level 
'1he  sucx::essful experience,  in the Transition Programme,  of the trans-
fer of ideas an:i mdels of gocxi  practice between Member states,  an:i 
the spontaneous bilateraljimlltilateral partnerships which have result-
ed from it, stror¥;Jly in:iicate the value of this type of thematic pro-
gramme network for the development an:i exploitation of the  1 added val-
ue  1  of the a:mununity d.:invansion  in education,ltra:inin;.  'Ihe follc:Min;J 
strategies should therefore be reflected J..n  future Cormmlnity initiati-
ves: 
•  the use of theme-based progranunes for policy development should 
be exterxled so as to broaden the :framework for the e.xc.harqe of experi-
ence at European level in education an:i training, based on rollin; 
national,  regional an:i local development progranunes:  participatin;J 
projects should be of differin;J degrees of ''maturity11 ,  so that new 
projects can learn from already-established ones,  workin;J in their 
field; 
•  the dissemination an:i e.xc.harqe of ideas should be planne1 in such 
programmes  from their beginnin;J,  an:i Community  resources should be ap-
plie1 not only to support visits, mee~  an:i other direct contacts 
between participati.rq areas,  but also the  analys~s an:i publication of 
short infonnation sheets,  in all official Conununity  languages,  on spe-
cific innovations in a  fonnat suitable for their use by local adminis-
trators an:i professional practitioners. 
•  proper recognition should be given to the many  sta.rtin;3'-points in 
European co-operation which spring from such a  Programme an:i which de-- 70-
serve continued Community support for their potential in realisi.n; the 
European dimension at the grassroots level:  e.g. the fonnation of com-
puter links between schools,  already in operation between some pilot 
project. areas of the Transition Programme;  networks for rec1.procal 
work experience arxi placement sche:aes;  networks of schools arxi train-
in:] institutions erqaged in mini-carrpanies,  arxi enterprise education; 
arxi networks of schools arxi local centres erqaged in environmental is-
sues related to vocational trai.nin; for youn; people.  Exch.arges  in 
these networks should not only involve teachers arxi other professional 
staff but also students, parents,  elected representatives and others; 
all  European multi-national companies,  and silnilar international links 
between,  e.g. municipal authorities,  professional associations,  Chamb-
ers of Commerce etc., should be more actively explored to spread inno-
vative practice with regard to school-in:lustl:y links,  and to support 
the networks described above; 
•  enphasis should be laid on i.nc:reasin:] and exc:ban:Jin:],  at European 
level, expertise in the field of the management  arxi methods of innova-
tion arxi development work in education,  especially in regard to the 
role of local/regional authorities in supportl.n:J the development pro-
cess. - 71 -
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ANNEX  I:  Council Resolutions 
1.  Resolution of the Council an:i of the Ministers for Education 
meeting w~thin the council of 12  July 1982  concerning measures 
to be taken to inprove the preparation of young people for work 
an:i to facilitate their transition from education to working life 
2.  Resolution of the Council an:i of the Mlnisters for Education, 
meeting within the Council of 5  December 1985 exten:iing for one 
year certain measures taken to improve the preparation of YO\ln3' 
people for work an:i to facilitate their transit~on from  educat~on 
to working life - 78-
Annex I- A 
ResolutiOn of tbe Councli 
and of the Mtmsters for Educauon meetmg wtthtn the Council of 12 July 1982 
concemtng measures to  be Ulken  to  tmprove the preparauon of young people for worl.. 
and to facdttate tbetr transttton from educatton to worktng hfe-+ 
THE  COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES  AND  THE  MINISTERS  FOR 
EDUCATION MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Havmg regard to the Treaues establlshmg the European Commuruues, 
Refemng to the Resolution of the Counctl and of the Mtmsters for Educauon, meeung w1thm 
the Councll of 9 February 1976 compnsmg an acuon programme m the field  of educauon' and 
m the pamcular pomt Ill and pomt IV, paragraph 22 thereof, 
Refemng to the Resolution of the Counctl and of the Mm1sters for Educauon, meeung wnhm 
the Counctl of 13  December 1976 concerrung measures to be taken to Improve the preparauon 
of young people for work and to  fac1btate  the1r  transmon from  educauon to  workmg bfe,  l 
and m pamcular pomt III, paragraph 1 thereof, 
Refemng to the Resoluuon of the Counctl and of the Mmtsters for Educauon, meeung wtthm 
the  Councll  of 15  January 1980,  extc:ndmg  the  programme of p1lot  projects  at Communny 
level  for whtch prov1s1on  1s  made m pomt Ill, paragraph 1, of the Resoluuon of l3 December 
1976,  I 
Refemng to their meeung of 22 June 1981, 
Takmg  account  of the  fact  that  the  campa.~gn agamst  youth  unemployment,  pamcularly 
amongst the most disadvantaged categones of young people, must be cons1dered as  a task of 
htghest pnonty, 
Recordmg, m consequence, the1r agreement on the report from the Educauon Commmee, 
HEREBY ADOPT THIS RESOLUTION 
Th1s  resolution and the report of the Educauon Committee shall be  forwarded to the Eu-
ropean Parliament and to the Econonuc and Soc1al  Commmee 
Il.  Pursuant to pomt IV-22 of the Resoluuon of the Councll and of the MmJSters  for Educa-
uon, meeung wnhm the Councll of 9  February  1976  and  further  to the  programme of 
ptlot projects la1d down on the bas1s of pomt III-I of the Resoluuon of the CouncJI and of 
the Mtrusters  for Educauon, mceung wtthm the Counc1l of l3 December 1976, p1lot pro-
Jects to ass1st  nauonal pohcy m each Member State shall be Implemented unul 31  Decem-
ber 1986 particularly as regards the followmg 
(1)  the usc of the out-of-school cnvuonment as  a learnmg resource enabling both young 
people and teachers to ga.1n  expenence of the world of work, to  develop understan-
dmg of the mechanisms of soc1ety, and to pracuse sk1lls relaung to hvmg or wh1ch are 
of a soc1al nature, 
(11)  the mvolvment of adults, mcludmg parents, employers and trade umomsts, m actiVI-
ues takmg place wtthm the school m order to mcrease understandmg about the role of 
educauon 1nsutuuons and to support schools m the1r task of prcpanng young people 
for adult life 
Funhcr, a  contmuous d1aJogue  w1th  a range of soc1al  groups, mcludmg parents and 
soCJal  partners, about the role of schools m enabling young people to gam the bas1c 
understandmg, knowledge and skllls they w11l  need for adult hfe, 
TOJ C 193. 2& 7 1982 
'  OJ C 38,  19 2 1976 
'  OJ C 308, 30  12  1976 
I  OJ c 23, 30  I  1980 - 79  -
(111)  the coordmated proviSIOn of mfonnauon and gu1dance about post-school opportum-
ues for young people, and the development of systemauc gu1dance  for young people 
m the  14-18 years age group on future career opuons as  well  as of further educauon 
and trammg opportumtles; 
(Iv)  the development of pracucal cooperation between education authonues and employ-
ment and social agencies and with other bod1es active m th1s  field  m order to prov1de 
d1rect  work expenence, Simulated work expenence With  help from mdustry, worl. ex-
penence  m the local  community and  the general  use  of the  local  environment as  a 
leammg resource, 
(v)  the  development of systems of cemficauon or credit  umts  flexible  enough  to  make 
poss1ble the assessment of the vanety of learmng expenence cons1dered Important for 
the penod of transmon, mcludmg expenence gamed man out-of-school env1ronmem, 
whether formally or mformally, 
(v1)  the development of continuous m-serv1ce trammg and personnel policies des1gned  to 
enable  teachmg  staff to  adJUSt,  mdivJdually  and collectively,  to  the  new  demands 
made  of them,  and  the  mtroductlon  of cooperauon  with  staff  from  post-school 
educauon msmuuons as well  as  from mdustry, commerce or agnculture 
III  The measures referred to m pomt II  will  be Implemented m close ha.tson w1th other mma-
tlves  a.tmed  at reducmg unemployment, particularly amongst young people 
IV  The Commumty's financmg of the measures spec1fied  m  pomt I shall  be decided  m ac-
cordance w1th  the Commuruty budgetary rules and procedures - 80  -
ResolutiOn 
of the Council and of the Mmasters for Education, 
meetmg w1thm  the Counctl of 5 December 1985 
Annex I  - B 
e'tlendmg for one year certam measures taken to Improve the prepsrauon of young people for 
work and to fac1ht:ue thear trans1t10n  from education to workmg hfe 
(85/C 328/02) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITES  AND  THE  MINISTERS  FOR 
EDUCATION, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Havmg regard to the Treaues establlshmg the European Communmes, 
Refemng to the Resoluuon of the Council and of the Mtrusters for Educauon, meeung w1thm 
the Counc1l,  of 12  July 1982  concermng measures to be taken to Improve the preparauon of 
young people for work and to facthtate the1r transmon from educauon to workmg hfe,' 
Whereas, when the Education Commmee exammed an mtenm CommiSSIOn  report on the Im-
plementauon of that Resoluuon, 1t  was found advJsable to extend the programme of ptlot pro-
Jects and follow-up work for one funher year m order to allow the tasks ass1gned to the pro-
Jects  to be fulfilled and to ensure adequate assessment and d1ssemmauon of the1r results, 
HEREBY ADOPT THIS RESOLUTION 
The programme of pilot projects at Cammunuy level for wh1ch  prOVISIOn  IS  make m Sec-
non  II  of the  Resolution  of the  CounCil  and  of the Mmtsters  for  Education,  meeung 
wnhm the Council, of 12 July 1982,  shall be extended to 31  December 1987,  final report-
mg and d1ssemmauon of the results of the programme w11l  be completed by 30 June 1988 
2  Commumty financmg for the measures refered to m pomt 1 shall be dec1ded m the frame-
work of the budget procedure 
'OJ C 193, 28  7 1982 - 81 -
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1.  Pilot Projects 
'lhe list  belao~ gives addresses for direct cxmtact,  a  brl.ef descriptJ.on 
of the area concerned an:i the objectives of the pilot proJects. 
B 1  Saint Ghislain 
Transvia,  Cite des Petites Preelles 129, 
B- 7330 Saint Ghislain.  Tel"  32-65-78  61 85 
Area:  a  nuxed urban-rural area with decliru..rq in::iustry,  an:i a  fairly 
stable population of migrants.  Objectives:  co-operation between vari-
ous types of schools to develop actl.ve leanu.rg methods  m  vcx:::ational 
e:iuca.tion and to support staff development. 
B  2  Lilnbul:g  an:i West Flarrleren 
Al  t.emeren:i Leren,  Centre P.M. S. ,  Illikersteenweg- 56, 
B- 3500 Hasselt.  Tel"  32-11-22  17 38 
Alternererx:i leren,  Kamer voor Han:lel en Nijvetileid,  casinoplem 10, 
B- 8500 Kbrtijk.  Tel"  32-56-21 66  01 
Area:  both areas have high youth UI'le!Iployment,  an:i Limburg has a  large 
migrants population.  ObJectives:  new courses alternat.i.ng tra.in.irq an:i 
work experience for unenployed youn; people. 
DK  3  Aalbol:g 
Hans Bruun,  UdskolJ.IY;J- et EF Projekt,  Hasserisvej  174, 
DK  - 9000 Aalborg.  Tel"  45-8-11 22  11  Ext.  4170 
Area:  a  shipyard an:i commercial town in North Jutlan::l.  Objectives:  to 
improve the use of work experience,  careers education an::1  guidance. - 83  -
DK  4  Hvidovre 
Peer Lirx3holln,  Skole- oq Fritidsfo:rvalt::ni.rqen,  Hvidovrevej  59a, 
DK  - 2650 Hvidovre.  Tel"  45-1-78 12  11 EXt.  1207  an::i  1208 
Area:  a  suburt:l of Copenhagen.  Ob]ectl.ves:  14-16 curriculum develop-
ment,  an::i  developi.rq co-operation between guidance counsellors an::i 
other agencies providi.rq  ser~ices for young school leavers. 
D  5  Mannhelln/Weinheim 
Helga Reirxiel,  m-Model.lversuch,  Bera'b.lrXJsstelle,  H 2  2, 
D- 6800  Mannheim 1. Tel"  49-621-1 47  30 
Area:  in:iustrial town of Mannheim,  an::i  semi-rural area of Weinheim 
Objectives:  co-ordination of all existi.rq support facilities in the 
region to ilnprove young migrants  1  access to vocational education and 
t:rainin;. 
D 6  Berlin 
Christel Harbnann-Fritsch,  Jugen:i- un;j :Kulturzentrum, 
Schlesische str.  27,  D - 1000 Berlin 36.  Tel"  49-3Q-612  40  95 
Area:  Kreuzberg district of Berlin,  an inner city area with a  high 
percentage of migrants.  Objectives: to develop alternative curriculum 
activities through theatre,  literature, liDJSic,  painti.rq,  an::i  photo-
graphy. 
D  7  Kassel 
Volkmar Hopf,  Regionales VeJ:burxlsystem Kassel,  Hauffstrasse 5, 
D- 3501 Fuldatal 1. Tel"  49-561-81 81  58 
Area:  the city an::i  region of Kassel.  Objectives:  to promote inter-
agency co-ordination in the region,  between the employment offices, 
firms,  general an::i  vocational schools. - 84  -
D  8  D..ri.sburg 
.AchiJn Scharf,  :&;-Modell  ve.rsuch,  stadt IUisburg,  Amt  51-02, 
Niederstr.7,  D- 4100 D1ishurg 1.  Tel"  49-203  283  44  35 
Area:  the uxiustrial cities of ruisburg,  Obertlausen ani Moers  m  the 
Ruhr.  Objectl.ves:  to develop guidance ani vocational preparation for 
low-att:a.i.ni.I'q pupils before an:i after the en:i of ccmpul.sory educat1.on. 
F  9  6  academies 
Patrick Chauvet,  DI.C4,  Mlni.stere de 1'  Education Nationale, 
107 rue de Grenelle, F- 75007 Paris.  ~1· 33-1-45 so  11 16 
Area:  20 vocational schools spread over 6  re;ions:  Lille,  Nancy,  Tou-
louse,  Orleans-Tours, Versailles an:i Poitiers.  Objectives:  improvement 
of "WOrk  experience schemes an:i assessment of the value of work experi-
enoe for personal an:i social development. 
F  10  Ven1ssieux 
Florent Cibue,  Cellule Vie Scolaire, Rectorat de l'.Academie de I.¥on, 
92  rue de Marseille,  F  - 69354  Lyon 7. 
Tel"  33-78-69 81 12,  Ext.  3371 
Area:  a  large housi.rq estate in the suburtls of Lyon.  Objectives: 
improvin:J the curriculum,  guidance an:i social integration of low-
achievers. 
F  11  60 C.I.O 
Bernard Giraud,  DlC6,  Ministere de l'Education nationale, 
107 rue de Grenelle, F- 75007 Paris. Tel"  33-1-45 50  03  45 
.Area:  60  information an:i guidance centres distributed throughout 15 
regions.  Objectives:  reappraisal of the guidance process,  an:i l.ts 
links with the curriculum of la¥er secon::iary schools. - 85-
F  12  caenJcreteil 
Maggy Pillods,  CREDIF,  11 av.  Pozzo ell Borgo,  F  - 92211 Samt-Cl.oud. 
Tel"  33-1-46 02  63  01 
Area:  disadvantaged suburbs of Paris and caen.  Objectives:  the social 
and vocational integration of yourq migrants,  enphasisirx;J the value 
of their bi  -lin:Jualism. 
GR  13  SEP 
Demetra scavdi,  KEME  - SEP,  6 Manzarou street,  GR  - Athens. 
Tel"  3Q-1-360  07  86 
Area:  initially in Athens and north-western Greece;  expa.n:ll.rxJ  in 19 
areas of the countJ:y.  Objectives:  development and testin:] of a  new 
tra.i.nin; progranune for teachers of careers education and guidance,  and 
the development of regional centres to support their work. 
GR  14  AGRO 
Ioannis I<azazis,  Ministry of Education,  15 Mitropoleos street, 
GR- 10185 Athens.  Tel"  30-1-323  57  22 
Area:  Patras,  Herakl.io,  Larissa,  Kavala,  Kozani and the 'Ihessa.l.oniki 
area - rural areas with village co-operatives.  Object:.J..ves:  to tral.n 
YOLm9  :people in managment for jobs in agricultural co-operatJ..ves. 
GR  15  LINK 
Alexan:Jros I<alofolias,  15 Mitropoleos street,  GR  - 10185 Athens. 
Tel"  30-1-323  23  19 
Area:  Rethymno  (crete),  Veria  (Macedonia)  ani Nea  Rli..ladelphia  (a 
subul:D in North Athens) •  ObjectJ.ves:  the experimental application of 
the new  comprehensive upper secondary schools with emphasis on parti-
cJ.patJ.on in and by the lcx::al  cammuni  ty. - 86-
IRL 16  D.Jblin 
Tony crooks,  CDVEC  OJ.rricul1.m1.  Development Unit,  28  Westlan:i "RR::M, 
Trinity College,  IRL - Dublin 2.  Tel  •  353-1-60 24  33 
Area:  an inner-city area.  Objectives: the social an:i vocational pre-
paration of young people with poor prospects of ~loyment, including 
special courses for YO\.lD3'  women. 
IRL 17  Galway 
Marian O'Riordan,  OJ.rriculum Development centre,  V.E.C.,  Is1an:i House, 
cathedral square,  IRL - Galway.  Tel"  353-91-622  66 
Area:  Galway Town,  an:i South County Mayo.  Objectives:  "integrated 
education" emphasisi.rg the utilisation of the out-of-school environ-
ment,  development of work experience ani education for enterprise. 
IRL 18  Shannon 
Jim. Gleeson,  curriculum Development Centre,  st. Patrick's Comprehen-
sive School,  IRL - Shannon,  Co.  Clare.  Tel  •  353-61-3618  78 
Area:  basically agricultural with developi.rg industrialisation. 
Objectives: the development of new two-year post-compulsory programmes 
arxi activities aimed at the diversification of girls' vocational 
choices. 
I  19a  Reggio Calabria 
Francesco latella, Via Petrillina Di..ramazione  I  21, 
I- 89100  ~io  Calabria.  Tel"  39-965-33  16  so 
Area:  coastal area, mainly agricultural.  Objectives: to encourage 
pupils to acquire business :knowledge,  particularly about co-operatives 
arxi small companies,  an:i a  basic un:ie.rstan:ling of the tourist in:hls-
tzy. - 87-
I  19b  Sassari 
Giancarlo Arru,  cjo Provveditorato agli studi di Sassari, 
COrso  G.  Angioi 1, I- 07100  Sassari.  Tel•  39-79-23  48  70 
Area:  the tcMns of Sassari  (agricultural) ,  Porto Torres  ( irxiustry m 
decline),  ani Al.ghero  (tourist irxiustry).  Objectives: to provide in-
service teacher trai.nin:J ani curriculum development aimed at makmg 
pupils aware of job opporbmities in the tourist industry. 
I  20a  Val d'Elsa 
Giuseppe Italiano,  Provveditorato agli studi di Firenze,  cjo Licea 
Scientifico, "Il Pontonw",  Via XX  Settembre 31, 
I- 50053  Empali  (FI).  Tel•  39-571-726 73 
Area:  the district of Val d 'Elsa,  in the province of Florence. 
Objectives: to promote a  greater urxlerstaniing of local irxiustry and 
the local labour market in schools. Also to introduce micro-camputer 
technology for information purposes. 
I  20b  Vit.ert:x:> 
Massino Faggiani,  C/O Prcget:to Pilota CEE,  Via del Paradiso 2, 
I- 01100 Vit.ert:x:>.  Tel"  39-761-23 91 28 
Area:  the province of Vi't:el:Do,  agricultural with same tourism ani 
in:iustrial development.  Objectives: to promote a  greater awareness in 
schools of developm311ts in the local economy. 
I  2la  Treviso 
Adriano Maccari,  Licea Scientifico, Via Kennedy 12, 
I- 31015  Conegliano  (TV1.  Tel"  39-438-359  44 
Area:  the zone of Sinistra Piave in the Province of Treviso. 
ObJectives: to improve young people's knowledge of local resources, 
particularly agricultural ones. - 88  -
I  2lb  Avellino 
I.l.lca  Iannuzzi,  Provveditorato agli studi di Avellino, 
Vl.a de Renzi,  I  - 83100 Avellino.  Tel"  39-825-250 40 
Area:  the province of Avellino,  40  CCiltl!lll.1Ile,  80%  in the zone struck 
by the 1980 earthquake.  ObJectives:  to encourage lcx:::al  agriculture by 
courses and seminars for teachers and pupils in the lower and upper 
secon:lary schools,  and to foster not.J.vation for the development of 
co-operatives. 
I  22a  Modena 
Ennio Ferrari, Provveditorato agli studi. eli Modena, 
Via Rainuso 100,  I  - 41100 MOdena.  Tel"  39-59-33  53  35 
Area:  the ta.m of MOdena  and its sur:ra.m::iirq communes.  Objectives:  thi 
development of pupils  1  awareness of their econanic and social environ 
ment,  with emphasis on new technologies. 
I  22b  Biella 
Novarino Panaro, Ufficio Scolastico Regionale del Piemonte, 
corso Matteotti 32a,  I  - 10121 Torino.  Tel"  39-l.l-53 17  84 
Area:  the area of Biella in the province of Vercelli, with textile 
irxlustry.  Objectives: the illlprove:rrent of guidance and orientation 
towards job opporb.mities in advanced technologies. 
L  23  I.uxerrb:Jurg 
Femand Sauer,  I.F.E.M.,  75 rue de Eettembourg,  L- 5811 Fentange. 
Tel·  352-36 94  41 
Area:  4  regional locations,  includi.rq urban and rural areas. 
ObJectJ.ves:  the vocational and socl.al integration of Youn:J  people 
without vocational qualifications. - 89-
NL  24  Zeelarrl 
Hinke de Graaf,  CDA  Zeelarrl,  Postbus 2034,  NL  - 4460 MA  Goes. 
Tel"  31-llOD-305 48 
Area:  the province of Zeelarrl.  Objectives:  the development of a 
co-ordination centre  (CDA)  ,  to increase arrl i.nprove work experience 
provision for pupils arrl teachers in secon::1aJ:y education. 
NL  25  Rl.jrrlelta 
Paul SChi.rgs,  CDA  Rijrrlelta,  COolsin:Jel  47-49 
NL  - 3012  AA  Rotterdam.  Tel"  31-10-433  17  44 
Area:  the Rijnmon::i region,  includin:.J Rotterdam arrl 15 smaller cities. 
Objectives: to i.nprove the co-ordination of work experience placements 
arrl to develop vocatl.onal guidance in the curriculum. 
UK  26  Northern Irelarrl 
TRAWL  Project,  NICED  Information Office, 
stranm:i..llis College,  stranmillis Read,  GB  - Belfast BI'9  5DY, 
Tel"  44-232-68  24  14 
Area:  secon::1aJ:y schools throughout Northern Irelarrl.  Objectives: 
school-based curriculum review arrl development,  case-studies arrl 
developement of guidance. 
UK  27  Manchester 
Kathy August,  ACS  Project Office, Manchester Polytechnic,  Brook House, 
Hathersage Read,  GB  - Manchester Ml.3  05A.  Tel"  44-61-224  96  00 
Area:  7  schools in the inner-city arrl subul:bs.  Objectives: to develop 
an alternative curriculum for 14-16 pupils,  including actl.ve learning 
methcxls,  work experience placements arrl action a.bned  at eradicating 
gerxier stereotypes. - 90-
UK  28  Glasgow 
Evelyn Lennie,  Glenwocxl  Secorxiary School,  147 castlemilk Drive, 
GB  - Glasgow G45  9UG,  Sc:otlan:i.  Tel  •  44-41-634  9367 
Area:  post-war hcusi.rq estate south-east of Glasgow  (castlemilk).  ' 
Objectives:  curriculum development,  illproved guidance,  an:i ccrnnu.mity-
based activities for all 14-16 pupils,  especially un:ier-achievers. 
UK  29  Pc&ys 
Anthony Bell,  PREP,  Radnor College of Further Fducation, 
Ll.an:irin:::icd Wells,  GB  - Pc:Mys  ID1  5ES.  Tel  •  44-597-4407 
Area:  a  rural c::ounty  in mid-wales.  Objectives: to develop curricula 
with a  special emphasis on business an:i craft jab opportunities in a 
rural area. 
UK  30  Nort:h.anptonshir 
~  Lewis,  Project Office,  Cli:ftonville Middle School, 
Cli:ftonville Road,  GB  - Nort:haltpton NNl  500. 
Tel'  44-604-28853 
Area:  a  mixture of schools in an in::lustrial/rural county.  Objectives: 
development of new curricula for 14-16 pupils with emphasis on c:a:rnnum-
ity-based acti~ities, school-parent co-operation,  an:i work experience. - 91-
2.  National Policy Co-ordinators 
B  Jean Meunier,  Inspecteur General de 1 'Enseignement de Promotion 
Sociale,  28  rue de la Olarite,  B - 1040  Bruxelles. 
Tel:  32-2-219 40  36 
Nicole van Coillie, Ministerie van Ond.enlijs,  I<oni.n;Jstraat 172, 
B - 1000 Brussel,  Tel:  32-2-219  64  80 
DK  Jens K:i.bsgaard,  Mini.stiy of Education,  F:rederiksholms Kanal  26, 
DK  - 1220 ~vn. 
Tel:  435-1-92  53  83. 
D  Wel:ner  Boppel.,  Burxlesministerium fur Bilc:l\.m;J  und Wissenschaft, 
Hememannstr.  2,  D  - 5300  Bonn 
Tel:  49-228-57  21  87. 
Peter Sc:::hermer,  l(UJ:bJsministerium Hessen,  Ill.isenplatz 20, 
D - 6200 Wieshaden 
Tel:  49-6121-368  27  63. 
E  Jose Antonio Fernarxle.z  Feman::iez,  Consejo Tecnico,  Secretaria 
General de F.ducaci6n,  M.E.C.,  Alcala 34,  E  - 28014  Madrid 
Tel:  34-1-231 75  43. 
Jose Martinez,  Institute Nacional de Empleo,  Con:iesa Venadito 9, 
E - 28027  Madrid 
Tel:  34-1-408 31 19. 
F  Jean-I..uc eenat,  Inspection generaJ.e,  Ministere de 1 'Fducation 
Nationale,  110 rue de Grenelle,  F - 75007  Paris 
Tel:  33-1-45 50  04  55. - 92  -
GR  'lheodossios Papatheodossiou,  TEI,  Sygrou street 56,  GR  - Athens, 
Tel:  30-1-921 45  02. 
IRL  Torlach O'Connor,  Department of Education,  Marll:x:::>rough  Street, 
IRL - D..lblin  1 
Tel:  353-1-71 71 01. 
I  Giuseppe Martinez, Mlnistero Pubb1ica Istnl.zione,  Via carcani, 
I  - 00185 Rcma 
Tel:  39-6-580 07  01. 
Marcello Limina,  Ministe.ro Pubblica Istnl.zione,  Direzione 
Generale Scambi CUlturali, Via Ipolito Nieve 35,  I  - 00153  Rcma. 
Tel:  39-6-589  84  41. 
L  M.  Jacobs,  Ministere de l'Education Nationale,  6  Ed.  Royal, 
L  - I.1Jxembourg. 
Tel:  352-47  87  57. 
NL  Ton Koelink,  Ministerie van Orxie:rwijs  en Wetenschappen,  Postbus 
'  25000,  NL- 2700 lZ Zoetenneer. 
Tel:  31-79-53  46  61. 
P  Georgina Esteves, Ministe.ro de Fducac;:§.o, 
Avenida  24  de Julho 14D-7", P- 1200 Ljs;tx'>a. 
Tel:  351-1-67 80 81. 
I.uisa Pombo,  I.E.F.P., Av.  Jose  Melhoa 11,  P  - 1000 Lisboa. 
Tel:  351-1-726 25  36. 
UK  Petra laidlaw,  Schools II Branch,  Department of Education and 
Scl.ence,  Elizabeth House,  York Road,  GB  - I.on:lon SEl. 
Tel:  44-1-934  98  26. 
Ian Loveless,  Schools II Branch,  Department of Education an:i 
Science,  Elizabeth House,  York Road,  GB  - london SEl. 
Tel:  44-1-934  93  27. 3.  Inter-Project Visits 
B 1 
B  2 
DK3 
DK4 
D  5 
D  6 
D  7 
D  8 
F  9 
F  10 
F  11 
F  12 
GR  13 
GR  14 
GR  15 
Saint Ghislain 






4  academies 
Venissieux 




- 93  -
Visited projects 1) 
4  academies,  Treviso,  Val  d 1 Elsa, 
Illxemburg,  Glasgav,  (Rouen) • 
AGR),  Sassa.ri,  Luxemburg,  Glasgc:M. 
Kassel,  Shannon,  Zeelarrl,  RiJI'l!Wnd, 
Manchester. 
Berlin,  Shannon,  RijimlOI'rl, 
Manchester,  Glasgav. 
Hvidovre,  Venissieux,  D.lblin, 
Sassa.ri,  Val d 1 Elsa,  Trev~so, 
Manchester,  Glasgav,  Madr~d. 
Hvidovre,  Manchester,  (Aabaek) 
Aalborg,  Hvidovre,  Ri.jnmond. 
Limburg,  Hvidovre,  58  c. I.  o. , 
Luxemburg,  (CEP  Coventry). 
L:iJnburgjW.  Flarrlers,  Mannheiny!Wein-
hem,  Kassel,  D..lblin,  Galway, 
Shannon. 
Limburg,  Mannheiny!Weli'lheim.,  Berlin, 
D.lblin,  Manchester,  Glasgow. 
Hvidovre,  SEP,  LINK,  D.lblin,  Galway, 
Treviso. 
Berlin. 
Kassel,  Northern Irelarrl 
Limburg,  Treviso,  Avellino, 
Luxemburg'  Powys. 
Reggio calabria,  Zeeland,  Manchester 
1)  including parallel initiatives  (in brackets) • IRL 16  D.lblin 
IRL 17  Galway 
IRL 18  Shannon 
- 94-
Mannhe:inVWeinheim,  Aalborg, 
Hv~dovre,  Ve.IUSs~eux, Manchester, 
Glasgc:M. 
Saint Ghislain,  Aalborg,  Hv~dovre, 
SEP,  Reggio calabria, Avellmo, 
Zeelan:i,  Glasgc:M. 
Zeelan:i,  Manchester,  Glasgc:M  I  PchJys  I 
Nort:ha.npt.on. 
I  19  Reggio calabria/Sassari  Saint Ghislain,  58  C.I.O.,  LINK, 
Galway,  Shannon,  PcMys. 
I  20  Val d 1 ElsajVit.erbo 
I  21  Treviso/Avellino 
I  22  ModenajBiella 
L  23  I.llXemburg 
NL  24  Zeeland 
NL  25  Ri  j llll'01'X1 
UK 26  Northern Ireland 
UK 27 
UK 28  Glasgow 
UK 29 
UK 30  Northampton 
SPAIN 
Aalborg,  Hvidovre,  Galway,  Glasgc:M. 
Limburg,  ~'  Galway,  Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife 
LINK. 
Limburg,  Mannhello/Weinheim,  Kassel, 
Veniss~eux, Rl.jnm::>n:i 
Aalborg,  Hvidovre 
Aalborg,  Hvidovre,  Berlin,  D.lblm, 
Shannon,  Manchester,  Glasgc:M, 
Northampton. 
Hvidovre,  Kassel,  Venissieux,  58 
C.I.a., Val d'Elsa, Manchester. 
Hvidovre,  Berlin,  D.lisburg, 
Veniss~eux, D.lblin. 
Aalborg,  Hvidovre,  Venissieux, 
D.lblin,  Shannon,  Val d'Elsa, Modena, 
Zeeland,  Rij:nm::>ni. 
~,  LINK,  Reggio calabria, 
Sassari. 
Hvidovre  I  Du:isburg  f  Galway  1  Shannon, 
ll.lxemburg,  Zeeland,  Ri  J llll'Ol'rl, 
Manchester. 
Aalborg,  D.lisburg,  4  Academies,  58 
C.I.O.,  Regg~o calabria,  Sassar~, 
Val d'Elsa,  Treviso,  Avellino, 
Modena,  Biella,  I.llXemburg,  Glasgc:M. 
Aalborg,  4  Academies,  58 C.I.a., 
Treviso,  Modena,  Zeeland,  Ri.jrnnond, 
Manchester. - 95 -
4.  Workshops  arx:l  Conferences 
I. Conferences arx:l  Workshops organised by,  or on behalf of the Commis-
sion  (Place,  date,  theme/short label) • 
Brussels, April 1984:  Annual conference of the Programme 
lllxemburg,  June 1984:  Project management 
Milan,  November  1984:  staff development 
D.li.sburg  I  Febru.aey 1985:  Youn;J migrants 
Rotterdam,  March 1985:  Work experience 
Bischenberg  (F) ,  April 1985:  Education for entel:prise 
Brussels, May  1985:  Annual conference of the Programme 
Copenhagen,  October 1985:  Guidance 
I 
I 
Luxemburg,  F~ruaey 1986:  School am social action 
Northanpton,  September 1986:  Parents'  involvement 
Brussels,  October 1986:  Annual conference of the Programme 
Sassari,  November  1986:  Rural areas 
IDrxion,  November  1986:  School-Wustl:y links 
Berlin,  February 1987:  '!he disadvantaged - 96  -
II.  Conferences ani Workshops  organised by Member states/Authorities, 
with support from the Commission  an:Vor participation of pilot pro-
j ects from other Member States. 
Demark 
National conference envisaged in late 1987,  to relate outcomes  from 
the Transition Programme ani the r:anish pilot projects to further 
policy developnent in Denmark. 
Germany 
Dorbm.ln:i,  Februa.Iy 1986 
Presentation of the Transition Programme ani the German pilot projects 
at the ''Interschul''-Fair. 
Hannover,  February 1987 
Organisation of a  'WOrkshop,  at the "Didacta"  (inten1ational education-
al fair),  on the inpact which pilot projects ani their evaluat~on have 
on policy development,  based on the exa:rti>le  of the Transition Program-
me. 
France 
Veni.ssieux,  April 1987 
Dissemination seminar in co-operation with the other pilot pro-
jects involved in interaction with the Venissieux project. 
Greece 
Heraklion,  J1me  1987 
Conference,  ilwolving teachers ani administrators, to present the 
outcomes of the 3  Greek pilot projects ani of relevant projects 
from other Member states. - 97  -
Irelan:i 
D.lblin,  April 1987 
Dissemination conference,  involvirq the 3  Irish projects an:i  8  other 
European projects on the theme of provision for the disadvantaged. 
Italy 
Rome,  January 1987 
National conference to relate outcames  from the Transition Programme 
an:i the Italian pilot projects to further policy development in Italy. 
Portugal 
T.j sOOn,  December 1986 
National conference to present the outcames of the Transition Program-
me  to educational planners,  administrators an:i policy makers,  an:i to 
relate them to relevant developments in Portugal. 
~ 
Conferences to present the Transition Programme to teachers,  adminis-
trators an:i policy makers,  an:i to relate its outcomes to ongoirq or 
planned developments in Spain: 
at regional level, in Barcelona  {.April  1987),  San Sebastian  (June 
1987), Valencia  (July 1987)  ~  further regional conferences are planned 
in Galicia, Arx::lalucia  an:i an the canary Islan:is; 
at national level, in Madrid/Avila  (October 1987). 
In addition,  numerous  conferences,  seminars an:i workshops were organ-
ised, without direct community support,  at the  init~ative of  in::liv~­
dual pilot projects or authorities within the Member states, to dis-
seminate the outcomes  an:i conclusions fonn the work of the pilot pro-
jects. - 98  -
5.  European Di.ssem.i.nation  conferences 
A series of European dissemination oonferencs for policy planners and 
decision makers was  jointly prepared by the commission and the hosting 
Member  states  1  on the following themes: 
l.  Mons  (B)  I  May  1987: 
2.  Gilleleje  (DK)  1  September 1987: 
3.  Berlin  (D) ,  october 1987: 
4.  Sorrento  (I) 1  November 1987: 
5.  Paris  (F) I  December J.987: 
CCKlperation and Partnership 
Gen:ler Equality in Education 
and Traini.n;J 
strateqies to overcome dis-
advantage 
School and economic develop-
ment 
Guidance and integration of 
~people 
A  further conference on the theme of links between school and industry 
is planned to take place in Spri.n:J  19881  in the Netherlands. - 99  -
AnneX nr: Publications from the Transition ~ 
1.  Reports arxi Work.irq rtx::uments 
2.  Series of  11Innovations11 
'!his AnneX only includes publications issue::l at Community  level. - 100  -
1.  Reports and Workin; I:k:::lonrents 
'Ihirty Pilot Projects,  March 1984,  revised:  June 1986,  36  pages. 
Short desc:nptions of projects participatirrg m  the Secon:i Progranune. 
Policies for Transition, March 1984,  59  pages. 
A SUlliiilal:Y  of the main conclusions of the First Action Prograimne.  A 
c::xm::lensed version was publishe:i in En:]lish by "Education" ,  6 July 
1984.  A full reprint can be fourn in "Social Europe",  catalogue Number 
CE-AC-84-001 in English,  French or Gennan. 
Girls and Transition, April 1984,  55 pages. 
Experience with equal opporbmities in the First Progranune. 
Education for Transition,  August 1984,  55  pages. 
'Ihe curriculum challen;e.  New  curricula for the transition years. 
Reprints in English,  French and Gel:lran were publishe:i by "Social 
Europe",  catalogue Number CE-ND-85-004. 
New  Developments  in Assessment,  September 1984,  47  pages. 
On profilin; and records of achievement.  For local and regional use. 
Reprint:  Guidance and Counselling, January 1985,  9  pages. 
A check-list of action points, reprinted from "Policies for Transi-
tion".  Limited copies available. 
Youth Infonnation 1985,  January 1985,  21  pages. 
An approach to this field,  based on participation and action by young 
people.  L:united copies available.  A French version was  publJ.Shed by 
"S.I.L.D.A."  I  August 1985. 
About Work  Experience,  Februal:y 1985,  28  pages. 
An  inventory of publishe:i materials, ani journals,  on all aspects. - lOl -
Action Harrlbook,  November 1985,  75  pages. 
HeM to implement gerder equality.  Limited copies available. 
Interim Report,  November  1985,  60 pages. 
A thematic description of the development of the Second Action Pro-
gramme  after two years. 
Education for Enterprise, Januacy 1986,  44  pages. 
Origins,  philosophy and practical application,  as seen in the pilot 
projects up to 1985.  An  excerpt in French was published by 
11S.I.L.D.A. 11 ,  June,  1986. 
Info Action  '85,  February 1986,  42  pages. 
Report of the Luxemburg conference on youth initiative projects,  and 
Comrm.mi.ty  support for them.  A French version was published by 
"S.I.L.D.A. 11 ,  .April,  1986. Reprints in En:;lish,  French and Gennan were 
published by "Social Europe",  catalogue Number CE-NC-86-005. 
Assessment and Certification, July 1986,  28  pages. 
Issues arisl.n;J from the pilot projects. New needs,  new  approaches. 
Teacher Training:  strategies from the secon:i Transition Programme, 
December 1986,  41 pages. 
The World of Work  as a  I.eaming Resource,  December 1986,  47  pages. 
Better organisation,  integration into the curriculum;  school-linking 
structures; etc. 
School-In::lustry Links,  June 1987,  36 pages. 
Why  links between school and industxy are iitportant,  heM"  they can 
function and what local support they need. 
Partnership - Parents and Seconda+y Schools,  June 1987,  46 pages. 
'!he role of parents as resources and partners in the transition 
period. - 102  -
Guidance and the School,  July 1987,  73  pages. 
Innovative efforts to illlprove yourq people  1 s  educational and career 
choices. 
Final Report,  October 1987,  ca.  60  pages. 
Conclusions  from the Transition Programme:  Policy messages ani areas 
for further development.  (In preparation.) 
Equal Opporbmities, November  1987,  ca.  40  pages. 
Reports ani conclusions:  Hew to :ill'lplement  gerxier equality for boys and 
girls in their transition from school to adult and work:in;J  life.  (In 
preparation.) 
Hanagement of Innovation,  DecPmhP..r  1987,  ca.  30 pages. 
Hcvl to deal with innovations in the transition field on a  European 
basis.  (In preparation.) 
strategies to Help the Disadvantaged,  JatlUal:Y  1988,  ca.  40 pages. 
Reports and conclusions from projects deal.irq with disadvantaged 
students in various European areas.  (In preparation.) - 103-
2.  Series of "Innovations" 
The World of Work  Cil : 
1.  "EnteJ:prise Development" 
2.  School-comnumity Linking - Greece 
3.  Work Experience Integrated in the curriculum - Ireland 
4.  School Cooperatives - Italy 
Guidance: 
5.  Work Experience and Guidance - Dernnark 
6.  Guidance Training and Coordination 
7.  Field Experience for Guidance Teachers - Greece 
8.  The "Youth Team" 
9.  Group-Work Guidance Materials - France 
Provision for the Disadvantaged: 
10.  Entel:prise Education in a  Special SChool 
11.  '!be "I.eaming Place" - Venissieux,  France 
12.  Youth and CUlture Centre - Berlin 
Partnership in E>:lucation and Trainim: 
13 •  '!be ''Missions I.Dcales":  IDeal Task Forces 
14.  The School COntact COmmittee  - Aal.l:xrg,  Denmark 
15.  School-work h;Jency - Modena,  Italy 
16.  ''RAA"  - Gennany 
17.  Involvirg Parents - United Ki.rqiam 
The World of Work  (II) : 
22.  Work Experience for Teachers - Zeeland 
23 •  "OOA" :  School Employment Centres 
24.  School,  Cannmmity and Environment - United Kingdom 
25.  School arxl "Territorio" - Reggio calabria 
26.  Guidance Course - The Netherlands - 104  -
staff Development: 
27.  curriculum Coordinators - Manchester, United Kingdom 
28 •  1'Wri  ti.r¥1  Teams  II  - Manchester 
29.  Training for local needs - Belgium 
30.  Sdlool-L:i.nkin:J - Baden WUrttembe.rg 
Provision for the Disadvantaged  (II): 
lB.  Classrooms for Active I.eaming - Manchester. 
19.  'Ihe outreach Programmes  - D.lblin 
20.  outreach Youth Centres - I.uxemburg 
21.  Social arxi Vocational Skills course - strathclyde 
36.  Work Exploration Centre - D.lblin 
Equal Opportunities for Girls: 
31.  'Ihe "Why  not •••  ? 11  Course - Irelan::l 
32.  TUrkish Girls Centre - Berlin 
33.  Widenirq Girls' Occupational Oloice - France 
34.  Equal Opportunities Pl:'ogranlne  - Manchester 
35.  'Ihe "Girls'  Programme"  - castle:milk,  Glasgow 
'!be WOrld of WOrk  Cml : 
37.  Schools,  Finns and Trade Unions 
38.  "Al:beitslehre" - Gel:many 
39.  Schools,  Irxiustl:y and OJrriculum 